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Executive summary4

The Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection (GRAND)1 is a planned large-scale observatory of ultra-high-5

energy (UHE) cosmic particles — cosmic rays, gamma rays, and neutrinos with energies exceeding 108 GeV. Its ultimate6

goal is to solve the long-standing mystery of the origin of UHE cosmic rays. It will do so by detecting an unprecedented7

number of UHECRs and by looking with unmatched sensitivity for the undiscovered UHE neutrinos and gamma rays8

associated to them. Three key features of GRAND will make this possible: its large exposure at ultra-high energies,9

sub-degree angular resolution, and sensitivity to the unique signals made by UHE neutrinos.10

The strategy of GRAND is to detect the radio emission coming from large particle showers that develop in the terrestrial11

atmosphere — extensive air showers — as a result of the interaction of UHE cosmic rays, gamma, rays, and neutrinos. To12

achieve this, GRAND will be the largest array of radio antennas ever built. The relative affordability of radio antennas13

makes the scale of construction possible. GRAND will build on years of progress in the field of radio-detection and apply14

the large body of technological, theoretical, and numerical advances, for the first time, to the radio-detection of air showers15

initiated by UHE neutrinos.16

The design of GRAND will be modular, consisting of several independent sub-arrays, each of 10 000 radio antennas17

deployed over 10 000 km2 in radio-quiet locations. A staged construction plan ensures that key techniques are progressively18

validated, while simultaneously achieving important science goals in UHECR physics, radioastronomy, and cosmology early19

during construction.20

Already by 2025, using the first sub-array of 10 000 antennas, GRAND could discover the long-sought cosmogenic21

neutrinos — produced by interactions of ultra-high-energy cosmic-rays with cosmic photon fields — if their flux is as high22

as presently allowed, by reaching a sensitivity comparable to planned upgraded versions of existing experiments. By the23

2030s, in its final configuration of 20 sub-arrays, GRAND will reach an unparalleled sensitivity to cosmogenic neutrino24

fluxes of 4 · 10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 within 3 years of operation, which will guarantee their detection even if their flux25

is tiny. Because of its sub-degree angular resolution, GRAND will also search for point sources of UHE neutrinos, steady26

and transient, potentially starting UHE neutrino astronomy. Because of its access to ultra-high energies, GRAND will27

chart fundamental neutrino physics at these energies for the first time.28

GRAND will also be the largest detector of UHE cosmic rays and gamma rays. It will improve UHECR statistics at29

the highest energies ten-fold within a few years, and either discover UHE gamma rays or improve their limits ten-fold.30

Further, it will be a valuable tool in radioastronomy and cosmology, allowing for the discovery and follow-up of large31

numbers of radio transients — fast radio bursts, giant radio pulses — and for precise studies of the epoch of reionization.32

Following the discovery of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos, gravitational waves, and the multi-wavelength, multi-33

messenger detection of neutron-star mergers, we stand today at the threshold of a new era in astroparticle physics.34

Several exciting high-energy astroparticle experiments are planned, both extensions of existing cosmic-ray and neutrino35

experiments — AugerPrime, TA×4, IceCube-Gen2 — and new experiments — LSST, CTA, LISA. At the ultra-high-energy36

front, GRAND completes the picture.37

In this document, we present the science goals, detection strategy, preliminary design, performance goals, and construc-38

tion plans for GRAND.39

1 http://grand.cnrs.fr
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I Introduction135

Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) — extraterres-136

trial charged particles with energies of EeV ≡ 1018 eV and137

above — have been observed for more than fifty years, yet138

their origin is unknown [1]. They are likely extragalactic139

in origin and purportedly made in powerful cosmic accel-140

erators, though none has been identified. As long as the141

sources of UHECRs remain undiscovered, our picture of142

the high-energy Universe will be incomplete.143

The direct strategy to discover UHECR sources is to look144

for localized excesses in the distribution of arrival directions145

of detected UHECRs. Yet, identifying sources in this way146

is challenging: our incomplete knowledge of the proper-147

ties of UHECRs — notably, their mass composition — and148

of the effect of Galactic and intergalactic magnetic fields149

on their propagation prevents us from precisely retracing150

their trajectories back to their sources. The situation is151

worse at the highest energies because of decreasing statis-152

tics. This is partially due to the opaqueness of the Universe153

to UHECRs: their interaction on the cosmic microwave154

background (CMB) dampens their energy. As a result, few155

UHECRs above 40 EeV reach the Earth from distances be-156

yond 100 Mpc — the GZK horizon [2, 3]. Thus, not only157

do individual UHECRs not point back at their sources, but158

limited statistics at the highest energies hinder studies of159

their properties and sources.160

The indirect strategy is to look for EeV gamma rays161

and neutrinos made by UHECRs. Unaffected by cosmic162

magnetic fields, they point back at their sources. Though163

still undetected, their existence is guaranteed: cosmogenic164

EeV gamma rays and neutrinos should be produced in the165

same interactions on the CMB responsible for the opaque-166

ness to UHECRs, and their fluxes echo the properties of167

UHECRs and their sources. UHE gamma rays and neutri-168

nos may also be produced by UHECRs interacting inside169

their sources: detecting a directional excess in their number170

would be the smoking gun of a UHECR source.171

Yet, like for UHECRs, interactions with the CMB make172

the Universe opaque to UHE gamma rays: they do not173

reach Earth from beyond 10 Mpc. Instead, they cascade174

down to GeV–TeV, where they are more difficult to disen-175

tangle from gamma rays produced in unrelated phenomena.176

Only for UHE neutrinos is the Universe transparent:177

they travel unimpeded, their energies unaffected by inter-178

actions, on trajectories that point back directly at their179

points of production, even if they lie beyond the GZK hori-180

zon. Thus, they could reveal the most energetic and distant181

UHECR sources. However, predictions of the cosmogenic182

neutrino flux are uncertain and allow for tiny fluxes. Thus,183

the assured discovery of cosmogenic neutrinos is contingent184

on the existence of a detector with exquisite sensitivity.185

The Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection186

(GRAND) is a proposed large-scale observatory designed to187

discover and study the sources of UHECRs. It will combine188

the direct and indirect strategies, by collecting unprece-189
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FIG. 1. The science goals of GRAND, grouped according to the
detector construction stage at which they first become accessible

dented UHECR statistics and looking for UHE gamma rays190

and neutrinos, with sensitivity to even pessimistic predic-191

tions of their cosmogenic fluxes and angular resolution suf-192

ficient to discover point sources.193

Upon arriving at Earth, UHE cosmic rays, gamma rays,194

and neutrinos initiate large particle showers in the atmo-195

sphere — extensive air showers. Their propagation through196

the geomagnetic field results in radio emission that can be197

detected far from the shower, since it undergoes little at-198

tenuation in the atmosphere. In GRAND, a large number199

of antennas will autonomously detect the ground footprint200

of the radio emission, tens of km in size, in the 50–200 MHz201

band. To achieve this, the design of GRAND will be mod-202

ular, with up to 20 independent and separate arrays, each203

made up of 10 000 radio antennas deployed over 10 000 km2.204

The large number of antennas will allow to collect large205

cosmic-rays statistics, reach sensitivity to low fluxes of neu-206

trinos and gamma rays, and achieve high pointing accuracy.207

Figure 1 shows the science goals of GRAND, including208

also studies in cosmology and radioastronomy. Some of209

them will be achievable already in early and intermediate210

construction stages. Later, we examine each one in detail.211

It is timely to plan and build GRAND now, following a212

stream of discoveries in neutrino physics at progressively213

higher energies, culminating in the recent discovery of PeV214

astrophysical neutrinos. Further, the multi-messenger de-215

tection of neutron-star merger GW170814 [4] has shown216

that addressing the challenges of high-energy astronomy217

will require combining observations from different experi-218

ments. In the multi-messenger era, UHE neutrinos will be219

the key to testing the absolute highest energies.220

Sections II and III present the GRAND science goals.221

Sections IV and V detail the detection strategy, design, and222

construction plans. Section VI summarizes and concludes.223
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I. Introduction

FIG. 2. Propagation of ultra-high-energy (UHE) cosmic rays
from the astrophysical sources to the Earth. Via interactions
on cosmic photo backgrounds, cosmic rays create UHE gamma
rays — which cascade down in energy — and UHE neutrinos
— which oscillate during propagation. At Earth, all three UHE
messengers may induce extensive air showers in the atmosphere.

II Ultra-high-energy messengers224

• While propagating, UHECRs make UHE neutrinos and
gamma rays of energies of 109 GeV and higher

• Detecting UHE neutrinos is the best way to probe the
high-energy end of the UHECR spectrum and the most
distant UHECR sources

• GRAND will detect the radio signals made at Earth by
UHE cosmic rays, and by UHE gamma rays and
neutrinos made by them, even if their flux is tiny

• With sub-degree angular resolution, GRAND could
discover the first sources of UHE neutrinos

• Detecting UHE neutrinos will open up a new regime for
fundamental neutrino physics

• GRAND will collect large statistics of UHECRs

• GRAND could discover the first UHE gamma rays even
if UHECRs are heavy nuclei

At a glance

Figure 2 sketches the propagation of UHECRs — and as-225

sociated secondary particles — from their sources to Earth.226

A complete picture of UHECR sources will come from227

jointly studying cosmic rays, neutrinos, and gamma rays228

across all available energies.229

Figure 3 shows the ranges of energy and flux that230

GRAND targets, overlaid on the observed spectra of cos-231

mic rays, gamma rays, and astrophysical neutrinos. It also232

shows the spread in predicted fluxes of the undiscovered233

cosmogenic gamma rays [5] and cosmogenic neutrinos [6].234
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FIG. 3. GRAND target zone overlaid on the energy spectra
of astrophysical and cosmogenic messengers. For gamma rays,
we show the extragalactic gamma-ray background (EGB) mea-
sured by Fermi-LAT [7, 8] and, shaded, the contribution to the
EGB due to unresolved, non-blazar sources. For neutrinos, we
show the all-flavor 6-year measurements by IceCube of High En-
ergy Starting Events (HESE) [9] and through-going muons [10].
For cosmic rays, we show measurements by KASCADE-Grande
[11], Auger [12], and the Telescope Array (TA), including the
Telescope Array Low Energy (TALE) extension [13]. We show
the predicted conservative and standard ranges of cosmogenic
neutrino fluxes from Ref. [6] (see the main text for details) and
the predicted range of cosmogenic gamma rays from Ref. [5]
bracketing light to pure-iron UHECR models.

UHECR unknowns broaden the spread of predictions.235

Below, we refer to intermediate construction stages236

of GRAND: the 300-antenna array GRANDProto300;237

the 10 000-antenna array GRAND10k; and the 200 000-238

antenna array GRAND200k, made up of several replicas of239

GRAND10k built at separate geographical locations. See240

Section V for details on the construction stages.241

A Ultra-high-energy neutrinos242

1 Cosmogenic neutrinos243

A diffuse flux of cosmogenic neutrinos [21] is guaran-244

teed to exist, produced in interactions of UHECRs with245

cosmic background photon fields such as the cosmic mi-246

crowave background (CMB) and the extragalactic back-247

ground light (EBL). The neutrino flux depends on prop-248

erties of UHECRs and their sources: the distribution of249

sources with redshift, the neutrino source emissivity, the250

injected UHECR spectrum — typically assumed to be a251

power law suppressed above a maximum energy — and252

the mass composition of the injected cosmic rays. Because253
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II. Ultra-high-energy messengers
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FIG. 4. Predicted cosmogenic neutrino flux, compared to exper-
imental upper limits and sensitivities. Gray-shaded regions are
generated by fitting UHECR simulations to Auger spectral and
mass-composition data [6]. See the main text for details. The
astrophysical neutrino signal below 3 PeV was reported by Ice-
Cube [14]. We show the most restrictive upper limit (90% C.L.),
from IceCube [15]; limits from Auger [16] and ANITA [17] are
less restrictive. Projected 3-year sensitivities of planned in-
struments are for ARA-37 [18] (trigger level), ARIANNA [19]
(“optimal wind” sensitivity), POEMMA [20] (assuming full-sky
coverage), the 10 000-antenna array GRAND10k, and the full
200 000-antenna array GRAND200k. The GRAND10k band is
spanned by the choice of antenna detection voltage threshold,
from a conservative threshold at the top of the band to an ag-
gressive one at the bottom of it; see Section IV E for details.

these parameters are uncertainly known, there is a large254

spread in the predictions of the cosmogenic neutrino flux.255

Because cosmogenic neutrinos are produced in photo-256

pion interactions of UHECRs, the relative number of ν+ν̄ of257

different flavors is (Nνe : Nνµ : Nντ ) = 1 : 2 : 0. This holds258

to within 1%, regardless of whether the mass composition259

of UHECRs is light or heavy [22]. Neutrinos oscillations260

re-distribute the flavors, so that at Earth the relative num-261

ber of all flavors should be about the same, i.e., 1 : 1 : 1.262

Even if oscillation parameters are allowed to vary within263

uncertainties, ντ make up no less than 15% of the flux [23].264

Figure 4 shows the range of cosmogenic neutrino flux pre-265

dictions, at 90% confidence level, resulting from fitting the266

UHECR spectrum and mass composition simulated with267

CRPropa [24] to those measured by the Pierre Auger Ob-268

servatory [25, 26], as computed in Ref. [6]. The predic-269

tions assume that the sources are uniformly distributed up270

to redshift z = 6 and that they emit UHECRs with the271

same luminosity and spectra. The prominent bump around272

108 GeV is due to photohadronic interactions of the most273

energetic UHECRs with the peak of the CMB spectrum.274

The conservative range in Fig. 4 is obtained using a275

generic form for the evolution of the source emissivity276

∝ (1 + z)m; the fit favors negative source evolution, i.e.,277

m < 0 [27]. The standard range in Fig. 4 is spanned by278

the fluxes generated with all other choices of source emis-279

sivity: star formation rate, gamma-ray bursts (GRB), and280

active galactic nuclei (AGN). The simulations neglect the281

effect of extragalactic magnetic fields and inhomogeneities282

in the source distribution, which, in reality, would increase283

the flux past the standard range.284

Figure 4 shows that the estimated differential sensi-285

tivity of GRAND200k covers a large part of the stan-286

dard flux range. GRAND10k, ARA-37, ARIANNA,287

and POEMMA have comparable sensitivities, of about288

10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1. Other experiments in planning,289

not shown, could reach sensitivities of this order. These290

include Ashra-NTA [28], Trinity [29], and CTA [30] — that291

look for Cherenkov and fluorescence light emission by tau-292

initiated showers — and TAROGE [31] and BEACON [32]293

— that look for radio emission from elevated sites. How-294

ever, only GRAND200k is planned with the goal of reaching295

sensitivities of a few times 10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1.296

GRAND could potentially detect a large number of cos-297

mogenic neutrinos. Within the standard range of fluxes, the298

projected event rate in the 108–1011 GeV neutrino energy299

range is 1–18 events per year in GRAND200k versus less300

than one event per year in the planned full-sized configura-301

tions of the ARA-37 and ARIANNA in-ice radio detectors.302

For the latter two, rates were calculated using the effective303

area from Ref. [18] for ARA-37 and the effective volume304

from Ref. [33] for ARIANNA, re-scaled to 300 stations.305

Detecting a large number of cosmogenic neutrinos can in-306

directly measure the energy at which the cosmic-ray spec-307

trum cuts off, contingent on the neutrino energy resolu-308

tion, which is currently under study; see Section IV E 3.309

This would accurately locate the peak energy of cosmogenic310

neutrinos, overcome most parameter degeneracies, and con-311

strain the major cosmic-ray injection and source properties.312

Conversely, if the flux of cosmogenic neutrinos is low, it313

would not add to the background for searches of UHE neu-314

trinos produced directly at the source environment, easing315

their detection; we explore this below.316

Similarly, searches for UHE neutrinos constrain the frac-317

tion of UHE protons arriving at Earth could be constrained318

by observing EeV neutrinos [34, 35]. With a projected sen-319

sitivity of about 10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, GRAND would320

constrain the proton fraction to less than 30% for m = −6,321

and to 5% for m ≥ 0, thereby providing a complementary322

approach to infer the composition of UHECRs without be-323

ing dominated by uncertainties inherent to the modeling of324

hadronic interactions in the atmosphere.325
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II. Ultra-high-energy messengers
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FIG. 5. Predicted neutrino flux from different classes of astro-
physical sources, compared to upper limits on UHE neutrinos
from IceCube [36] and Auger [16], and projected 3-year sensi-
tivity of GRAND10k and GRAND200k (Sections V C and V D).
Several source classes can account for the observed UHECR
spectrum: galaxy clusters with central sources [37, 38], fast-
spinning newborn pulsars [39], active galactic nuclei [40], and
afterglows of gamma-ray bursts [41].

2 Neutrinos from astrophysical sources326

a. Diffuse neutrino fluxes327

EeV neutrinos are not only produced when UHECRs in-328

teract with extragalactic background photons during prop-329

agation from their sources to the Earth, but also when330

UHECRs interact with photons and hadrons inside the331

sources themselves.332

Because different classes of astrophysical sources would333

produce UHE neutrinos on-site on different time scales and334

under different production conditions, the integrated neu-335

trino fluxes from different source classes may have different336

spectra. Thus, the diffuse neutrino spectrum contains im-337

portant information about the dominant source class.338

Figure 5 summarizes predictions of the diffuse fluxes of339

EeV neutrinos from astrophysical sources, including AGN340

[40, 44, 45], GRBs [46–52], galaxy clusters [37, 38, 53, 54],341

and pulsars and magnetars [39, 55]. GRAND200k will de-342

tect the flux from most of these source models within 3343

years of operation and characterize their spectrum.344

b. Point-source neutrino fluxes345

Figure 6 shows the required angular resolution and num-346

ber of events in order to resolve individual point sources347

[42]. The color coding represents the confidence level348

GRAND

ARA IceCube

FIG. 6. Significance of detection of point sources of UHE neutri-
nos by experiments with various angular resolutions and num-
bers of detected events. The source density is assumed to be
ns = 10−7 Mpc−3 up to 2 Gpc. Each shaded box represents
uncertainties in the source spectrum and detector angular res-
olution. Exposure times are 15 years for IceCube, 3 years for
ARA, and 3 years for GRAND. Figure adapted from Ref. [42].

at which an isotropic background can be rejected, using349

the statistical method from Ref. [56], assuming that all350

of the sources have the same luminosity, and that the351

sources follow a uniform distribution with number density352

10−7 Mpc−3 up to 2 Gpc. We assume full sky coverage;353

fewer events are required in the field of view in case of a354

smaller sky coverage. We contrast that to the angular res-355

olution and event rates to be reached by IceCube with 15356

years of operation, and ARA and GRAND with 3 years357

of operation, assuming that the integrated flux of point358

sources is comparable to 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 with359

an E−2ν spectrum around EeV [56]. The event rate of each360

detector is computed for the energy range 109–1010 GeV,361

with each color box representing uncertainties in the neu-362

trino spectrum and the detector angular resolution. Figure363

6 shows that GRAND could discover the first sources of364

UHE neutrinos at a significance of 5σ.365

c. Transient EeV neutrino astronomy366

A promising way to identify EeV neutrino sources is to367

detect transient neutrino emission in coincidence with elec-368

tromagnetic emission. GRAND makes this possible, due to369

its excellent angular resolution and large sky coverage; see370

Section IV E 3.371

Figure 7 shows that the instantaneous field of view of372

GRAND is a band between zenith angles 85◦ ≤ θz ≤ 95◦,373

corresponding to < 5% of the sky. For simplicity, the figure374

assumes that the 200 000 antennas envisioned for the final375

configuration of GRAND are grouped in a single array cov-376

ering 200 000 km2. Since all azimuth angles are observed377

at any instant, about 80% of the sky is observed every378
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FIG. 7. Left: Field of view of GRAND200k for a 1-hour exposure, shaded purple, in Galactic coordinates. Overlaid dots mark
the positions of sources from the Fermi 3FHL catalog [43]; red dots indicate the most significant (test statistic TS> 25), brightest
Fermi sources at energies > 50 GeV with spectral index < 2.5, and maximum photon energy > 100 GeV. Right: Effective area
of GRAND200k as a function of position in the sky in Galactic coordinates for UHE neutrinos with energy 3 × 109 GeV. Stars
represent the coordinates of interesting astrophysical sources in the field of view of GRAND.

day. Transients lasting less than a day have a low proba-379

bility of being spotted, but for longer transients — blazar380

flares, tidal disruption events, superluminous supernovae,381

etc. — offline analysis at the location of existing transients382

and stacking searches can be performed. Depending on the383

background discrimination efficiency, GRAND could send384

alerts to other experiments; see Section II E. In reality, be-385

cause GRAND200k will consist of several sub-arrays placed386

at different geographical locations (see Section IV C), the387

instantaneous field of view will be larger.388

Figure 8 shows the neutrino fluence predicted from can-389

didate classes of astrophysical transient sources, of short390

and long duration, compared to the GRAND200k point-391

source sensitivity. The predictions for short-duration, sub-392

hour transients in the instantaneous GRAND field of view393

are compared to the instantaneous sensitivity at θ = 90◦.394

These are a short-duration GRB (sGRB) possibly associ-395

ated with a double neutron-star merger [57] at 40 Mpc and396

a GRB afterglow [41] at 40 Mpc. The prediction for a longer397

transient — a TDE at 150 Mpc [58] — is compared to the398

declination-averaged sensitivity. The stacked fluence of 10399

blazar flares in the declination range 40◦ < |δ| < 45◦ — cal-400

culated using as template a 6-month long flare of the blazar401

3C66A at 2 Gpc [59] — is compared to the sensitivity for402

a fixed declination δ = 45◦.403

Short GRBs and GRB afterglows that occur within the404

field of view of GRAND will be readily detectable as neu-405

trino point sources by GRAND if they take place at the406

specified distances. Identification of individual blazars,407

magnetars, and TDEs is more challenging, but GRAND408

will be able to identify the stacked neutrino signal from409

such sources, as they are individually less than one or two410

orders of magnitude below the point source sensitivity. The411

performance of GRAND in detecting neutrinos from a given412

class of transient sources can be estimated using the crite-413

rion for detection of neutrino flares described in Ref. [60].414

B Fundamental neutrino physics415

Astrophysical and cosmogenic neutrinos provide a chance416

to test fundamental physics in new regimes. Numerous417

new-physics models have effects whose intensities are pro-418

portional to some power of the neutrino energy Eν and419

to the source-detector baseline L, i.e., ∼ κnE
n
νL, where420

the energy dependence n and the proportionality constant421

κn are model-dependent [62–66]. For instance, for neu-422

trino decay, n = −1; for CPT-odd Lorentz violation or423

coupling to a torsion field, n = 0; and for CPT-even424

Lorentz violation or violation of the equivalence princi-425

ple, n = 1. If GRAND were to detect neutrinos of en-426

ergy Eν coming from sources located at a distance L then,427

nominally, it could probe new physics with exquisite sensi-428

tivities of κn ∼ 4 · 10−50(Eν/EeV)−n(L/Gpc)−1 EeV1−n.429

This is an enormous improvement over current limits of430

κ0 . 10−32 EeV and κ1 . 10−33, obtained with atmo-431

spheric and solar neutrinos [67, 68]. This holds even if the432

diffuse neutrino flux is used instead, since most of the con-433

tributing sources are expected to be at distances of Gpc.434

New physics could affect any of the following observables:435

• Spectral shape: Neutrino energy spectra are ex-436

pected to be power laws. New physics could intro-437

duce additional spectral features, like peaks, troughs,438

and varying slopes. New physics models include neu-439

trino decay [69–71], secret neutrino interactions [72–440

76], and scattering off dark matter [77–79].441

In GRAND, detection of EeV neutrinos with large442

statistics and sufficient energy resolution (see Section443

IV E 3) would allow to infer their energy spectrum444

and potentially identify sub-dominant features intro-445

duced by new physics, including their energy depen-446

dence [23, 70, 71, 80, 81].447

• Angular distribution: When neutrinos travel in-448
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FIG. 8. Neutrino fluence from transient sources. Short-
duration transients — a short-duration GRB (sGRB) and a
GRB afterglow — are compared to the GRAND200k instan-
taneous sensitivity at zenith angle θz = 90◦ (solid black
line). A long-duration transient — a TDE — is compared to
the GRAND200k declination-averaged sensitivity (gray-shaded
band). The stacked fluence from 10 six-month-long blazar flares
in the declination range 40◦ < |δ| < 45◦ is compared to the
GRAND200k sensitivity for a fixed δ = 45◦ (dashed black line).
See the main text for details. The sources were assumed to lie
at distances such to allow for a conservative rate of ∼1 event
per century, using population rates inferred from Ref. [61] for
short-duration GRBs and associated neutron-star mergers, Ref.
[41] for GRB afterglows, and Ref.[58] for TDEs. The sensitivity
is the Feldman-Cousins upper limit per decade in energy at 90%
C.L., assuming a power-law neutrino spectrum ∝ E−2

ν , for no
candidate events and null background.

side the Earth, the neutrino-nucleon cross section im-449

prints itself on the distribution of their arrival direc-450

tions. This has allowed to measure the cross section451

up to PeV energies in IceCube [82, 83]. EeV neutrinos452

could extend the measurement. Further, we can look453

for deviations due to enhanced neutrino-nucleon in-454

teractions [84–86] and interactions with high-density455

regions of dark matter [78, 87]. The sub-degree point-456

ing accuracy of GRAND would precisely reconstruct457

the distribution of arrival directions.458

• Flavor composition: Flavor ratios — the propor-459

tion of each neutrino flavor in the incoming flux —460

are free from uncertainties on the flux normalization461

and so could provide clean signals of new physics462

[23, 70, 81, 86, 88–112]. Possibilities include neutrino463

decay [23, 69–71, 88, 89, 95, 97, 98, 113–121], Lorentz-464

invariance violation (LIV) [62, 63, 89, 95, 122, 123],465

coupling to a torsion field [124], active-sterile neutrino466

mixing [110], pseudo-Dirac neutrinos [70, 97, 125],467

renormalization-group running of mixing parameters468

[126], and interaction with dark matter [79, 127] or469

dark energy [128].470

GRAND will be sensitive to ντ . Other EeV-neutrino471

experiments — ARA, ARIANNA, ANITA — are sen-472

sitive to neutrinos of all flavors, though they are un-473

able to distinguish between them; however, see Refs.474

[129, 130]. Comparing GRAND ντ data with all-475

flavor data from other experiments could yield the476

tau flavor ratio. Alternatively, this could be done477

with GRAND data alone, by comparing showers ini-478

tiated by neutrinos of all flavors interacting in the479

atmosphere to showers initiated by ντ interacting un-480

derground; see Section IV A 2.481

Ultimately, the ability of GRAND to probe fundamental482

physics at the EeV scale will depend on the level of the483

cosmogenic neutrino flux. If the flux is low, probing new484

physics will be challenging. On the other hand, with a485

flux high enough to yield tens of events, we could probe486

fundamental physics in a completely novel regime.487

C Ultra-high-energy gamma rays488

Like cosmogenic neutrinos, cosmogenic UHE gamma rays489

are a guaranteed by-product of photo-pion interactions490

of UHECRs with the CMB. They can also be generated491

through inverse-Compton scattering of CMB photons by492

electrons or positrons produced by UHECRs scattering off493

the CMB. Like for neutrinos, higher fluxes are expected if494

UHECRs are dominated by protons than if they are dom-495

inated by heavy nuclei or have a mixed mass composition.496

To date, UHE gamma rays have not been detected.497

Figure 9 shows the current state of the art in searches498

for UHE gamma rays and the preliminary sensitivity of499

GRAND, in terms of the fraction of air showers initiated500

by gamma rays; see Section IV E 2. The most stringent501

upper limits to date come from Auger. With its present502

sensitivity, Auger constrains the photon fraction to be ≤503

0.1% of their total event rate, and thus rules out some of the504

region of photon fluxes predicted in astrophysical scenarios505

for a proton-dominated mass composition [132, 133, 135].506

The Telescope Array (TA) provides complementary limits507

in the same energy range in the Northern Hemisphere [134].508

Auger will continue to lower the upper limits on the flux of509

UHE gamma rays, or discover them, until 2025. By then,510

Fig. 9 shows that Auger will have reached sensitivity to511

even conservative predictions of the flux, assuming proton-512

dominated UHECRs [136]. A few years later, GRAND200k513

will be sensitive to cosmogenic gamma-ray fluxes, even for514

iron-dominated UHECRs.515

Searches for UHE gamma rays with GRAND will con-516

tribute to several science goals. The primary objective,517

with a guaranteed scientific return, is measuring the flux of518

cosmogenic gamma rays above 1010 GeV, or strongly con-519
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FIG. 9. Predicted cosmogenic UHE photon flux from pure-
proton and pure-iron UHECRs, as estimated in Ref. [131]. For
comparison, we include the existing upper limits from Auger
and the Telescope Array (TA) [132–134], the projected reach of
Auger by 2025, and of GRAND after 3 years of operation.

straining it. A first detection of UHE gamma rays is in520

close reach if a fraction of UHECR primaries are protons.521

Figure 9 shows that GRAND will be able to detect or dis-522

favor proton-dominated UHECR models within 3 years of523

operation, even for models with the lowest predictions of524

UHE photons. A non-detection, on the other hand, would525

be evidence of a heavier UHECR composition.526

In addition, because gamma rays produced inside astro-527

physical sources point back at them, GRAND could detect528

nearby sources of UHE gamma rays, i.e., sources that lie529

within the mean free path of EeV gamma rays on the CMB,530

of about 10 Mpc. This is particularly attractive for searches531

of transient multi-messenger sources; see Section II E.532

The detection of UHE gamma rays would probe the little-533

known diffuse cosmic radio background (CRB) [137, 138].534

While the increasingly stringent constraints on the EBL535

come from the steadily increasing quantity and quality of536

very-high-energy observations with imaging air Cherenkov537

telescopes [139], GRAND could be the first experiment to538

put such indirect constraints on the CRB. The energy range539

from 1010 to 1011 GeV, where GRAND will reach full ef-540

ficiency for photon detection, is optimal to constrain the541

impact of the CRB on UHE photon propagation.542

Further, as with neutrinos, UHE photons could be used543

to probe open questions in fundamental physics, such as the544

existence of axion-like particles [140, 141] and LIV [142–545

146]. Since models of LIV predict energy-dependent delays546

in photon arrival times that are linear or quadratic in the547

photon energy, LIV studies would benefit significantly from548

the detection of UHE gamma rays.549

D Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays550

Energy spectrum and mass composition.— Presently, the551

most precise results on UHECRs come from the two largest552

cosmic-ray detectors, Auger [147] and TA [148]. Statis-553

tics are needed to confirm and refine features seen in the554

UHECR energy spectrum at the extreme end, above the555

observed cut-off energy of 4 · 1010 GeV, where events are556

scarce. For instance, finding the precise shape of the cut-557

off would reveal whether it is due to sources running out of558

power or to the GZK process; see, e.g., Ref. [1]. GRAND559

has the potential to provide the required statistics.560

Since GRAND will be fully efficient above 1010 GeV and561

sensitive to cosmic rays in a zenith-angle range of 65◦–85◦,562

it will have an aperture of 107 000 km2 sr, leading to an563

exposure of 535 000 km2 sr yr after 5 years of live-time. In564

comparison, the current aperture of Auger is ∼5 400 km2 sr565

and its cumulative 9-year exposure is ∼48 000 km2 sr yr566

[149]. Below, to calculate event rates, we use the flux fitted567

to the Auger spectrum by Ref. [150], though it slightly568

overestimates data points at the highest energies.569

The resulting expected UHECR event rate in GRAND570

is 20 times higher than in Auger. In 1 year, GRAND571

should detect 6 400 events above 1010.5 GeV, versus 320572

in Auger; and 150 events above 1011 GeV, versus 8 in573

Auger. In 5 years, GRAND should detect 32 000 UHE-574

CRs above 1010.5 GeV, far exceeding the combined ∼750575

collected events of Auger and TA to date [150, 151].576

Mass composition.— The mass composition of UHECRs577

is a key ingredient to understand the transition between578

Galactic and extragalactic source populations around the579

“ankle”, at 1 EeV. At the highest energies, it provides in-580

sight on the mechanisms that accelerate UHECRs.581

The best understood observable in determining the mass582

composition of cosmic rays is the column depth Xmax at583

which the electromagnetic particle content of the air shower584

— electrons and photons — is maximum. GRAND could585

measure Xmax with a precision of 20 g cm−2, sufficient to586

distinguish between different nuclei; see Section IV E 2. Al-587

ready GRANDProto300 — the early 300-antenna construc-588

tion stage of GRAND — should separate showers initiated589

by light and heavy primaries, and study their energy spec-590

trum and arrival directions separately; see Section V.591

Arrival directions.— With the number of detected UHE-592

CRs exceeding thousands of events, GRAND will be able593

to detect small-scale clustering of arrival directions in the594

sky and probe source population distributions [152].595

Measuring large-scale anisotropies in the arrival direc-596

tions is significantly harder with partial sky exposure than597

full sky coverage [153]. Currently, there is a ∼20% differ-598

ence in the measured fluxes of Auger and TA, complicat-599

ing the combination of the data sets. This combination600

requires the addition of a fudge factor determined by the601

overlap region which is dominated by the low statistics of602

highly inclined showers [154]. GRAND would have high ex-603
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FIG. 10. Left: The relative annual geometric exposure to UHECRs of GRAND, Auger, and TA. At high energies these detectors
are fully efficient so the geometric exposure approximates well the true exposure. Right: 3-year integrated exposure to UHECRs of
GRAND in Galactic coordinates.

posure in the field of view of both Auger and TA, allowing604

for a consistent measurement of the normalization of the605

flux and for more accurate anisotropy studies.606

TA has detected a relative excess in the number of de-607

tected UHECRs above 50 EeV — a hotspot — coming from608

declination 43.2◦, with significance of 3.2σ [155, 156]. This609

hotspot is near the peak of the exposure of GRAND in the610

Northern Hemisphere, so GRAND could study the nature611

of this excess with higher statistics. In addition, Auger has612

reported evidence for a dipolar excess at declination −24◦613

[157], within the field of view of GRAND, which we will be614

able to confirm within a year of operation.615

Figure 10 shows, in the left panel, the relative annual616

UHECR exposure of Auger, TA, and GRAND as a func-617

tion of declination. Due to highly inclined showers, the618

exposure of GRAND is bimodal with peaks in both hemi-619

spheres. The right panel of Fig. 10 shows the 3-year in-620

tegrated exposure of GRAND, in Galactic coordinates, as-621

suming that the zenith angle acceptance is 65◦ ≤ θz ≤ 85◦.622

For this computation, as illustration, we assumed that the623

final configuration of GRAND is a single array of 200 000624

antennas located at the site of the TREND array [158], at625

latitude 43◦ North. GRAND will sweep out a region on the626

sky covering the declination band −43◦ < δ < 63◦.627

Measuring the proton-air cross section.— Large UHECR628

statistics and precise Xmax resolution will allow GRAND to629

measure the proton-air cross section up to center-of-mass630

energies of
√
s ∼ 2 ·105 GeV, thus extending the world data631

to slightly higher energies; see Fig. 2 in Ref. [159].632

Since protons penetrate the atmosphere deeper than633

heavier nuclei, they dominate the tail of the Xmax distri-634

bution of a sample of collected showers. Therefore, we can635

extract the proton-air cross section from the shape of the636

event distribution, following a method similar to the one637

used by Auger in Ref. [159]. Assuming that protons make638

up 10% of the UHECR composition above 1010.5 GeV,639

GRAND will accumulate 3 200 proton events in 5 years,640

comparable to what Auger used.641

UHECR science in GRANDProto300.— The intermedi-642

ate, 300-antenna stage GRANDProto300 has two impor-643

tant UHECR science goals. First, it will study the transi-644

tion of UHECRs from having a Galactic origin to having an645

extragalactic origin — which is believed to occur around the646

ankle of the cosmic-ray spectrum, 107.5–109 GeV — with647

high statistics. Second, it will use a co-located ground par-648

ticle array to study the existing discrepancy in the muon649

content of air showers. See Section V for details.650

E Multi-messenger studies651

The era of multi-messenger astrophysics has begun, sig-652

naled by the detection of gravitational waves from a binary-653

neutron-star inspiral by LIGO [160], in coincidence with654

electromagnetic counterparts including a gamma-ray burst655

[4] and possibly the first high-energy cosmic neutrino source656

associated with a blazar flare [161, 162]. By the time of657

construction of the later stages of GRAND, time-domain658

astroparticle physics will be even more developed, encom-659

passing all the different messengers — neutrinos, cosmic660

rays, photons, and gravitational waves.661

Future gravitational-wave detectors Advanced LIGO662

Plus [163], Einstein Telescope [164], and LIGO Cosmic Ex-663

plorer [165] will be able to observe mergers at cosmolog-664

ical distances. In the event of a transient, multiple in-665

struments will cover a large field of view quickly across666

the electromagnetic spectrum. GeV–TeV gamma-ray coun-667
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terparts will be detectable not only by current telescopes,668

such as Fermi-GBM [166], Fermi-LAT [167], H.E.S.S. [168],669

MAGIC [169], VERITAS [170], and HAWC [171], but also670

by the planned Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) [172]671

and LHAASO [173]. The optical band will be covered672

by the future Large Synoptic Survey Telescope [174] and673

the Tomo-e Gozen Camera [175] at the Kiso Observatory.674

These instruments will make frequent combined observa-675

tions of transient phenomena.676

Detecting UHE neutrinos from transient point sources,677

in coincidence with electromagnetic observations, would678

be a vital step towards revealing the sources of UHECRs.679

GRAND is ideally positioned to do this; see Section II A.680

GRBs, blazars, and TDEs are known to be powerful non-681

thermal emitters that can be seen at multiple wavelengths,682

whereas supernovae are observed as bright optical tran-683

sients. The angular resolution of GRAND is expected to684

be a fraction of a degree, within which a number of galax-685

ies exist. To pinpoint the source of the neutrino transient686

among them, GRAND will use timing information from687

their electromagnetic counterparts.688

UHE transients should produce not only neutrinos, but689

also gamma rays. Depending on the spectral energy distri-690

bution of the sources, UHE gamma rays can also escape,691

and UHE gamma-ray flares can be detected up to a distance692

of 10–100 Mpc [176]. As noted above, GRAND will be sen-693

sitive to UHE gamma rays; see Section II C. A fraction of694

the UHE gamma rays should induce electromagnetic cas-695

cades by interacting with the large scale structure in which696

the sources are embedded, and the associated GeV–TeV697

synchrotron emission [177] should be detectable by CTA as698

transients with longer time scales.699

Promising UHE gamma-ray source candidates include700

short GRBs and their off-axis counterparts, which are ac-701

companied by gravitational wave signals. By the time702

GRAND is completed, third-generation gravitational-wave703

detectors will be able to see compact-object mergers at704

z ≈ 2–6. Given that the fluence sensitivity is around705

0.1 GeV cm−2, late emission of short GRBs [57] or merg-706

ers leaving a magnetar remnant [178] could be detected by707

GRAND from distances of 50–100 Mpc. The signals are ex-708

pected to arrive hours or days later than the gravitational709

wave signal, and would give us critical insight into the fate710

of neutron-star mergers and the physics of outflows.711

Further, due to its unprecedented UHE neutrino sensitiv-712

ity, GRAND will be a crucial triggering and follow-up part-713

ner in multi-messenger programs. Currently, initiatives are714

bilateral between individual experiments or coordinated by715

multi-messenger networks such as the Astrophysical Multi-716

messenger Observatory Network (AMON) [179].717

As a triggering partner, the design of GRAND will make718

it possible to reconstruct the arrival direction and issue719

an initial alert of an incoming neutrino-initiated air-shower720

from close to the horizon, owing to its distinctive polariza-721

tion pattern, with sub-degree accuracy away from known722

sources of noise and with sub-minute latency. This will723

make GRAND an important triggering partner in multi-724

messenger networks. It will allow follow-up partner ex-725

periments to swiftly slew to the direction of the alert and726

search for electromagnetic counterparts. Simulations of727

such “real-time” alerts are underway.728

As a follow-up partner, GRAND will be crucial in par-729

ticular when alerts are issued by experiments without good730

angular resolution, such as neutrino-induced cascades from731

IceCube [180] and IceCube-Gen2 [181], and gravitational732

wave detectors. If the alert from these experiments hap-733

pens to be in the instantaneous field of view of GRAND,734

it will be possible to place a limit on the UHE neutrino735

emission from the observed transient, or detect the UHE736

neutrino counterpart, with sub-degree angular resolution,737

aiding to direct other follow-up instruments and possibly738

identifying the transient source.739

III Radioastronomy and cosmology740

• The wide field of view, frequency band, and size of
GRAND will probe millisecond astrophysical
transients: fast radio bursts and giant radio pulses

• By mapping the sky temperature with mK precision,
GRAND could measure the global signature of the
epoch of reionization and study the Cosmic Dawn

• These measurements will be feasible already during the
intermediate construction stages GRANDProto300 and
GRAND10k

At a glance

A Fast radio bursts741

Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are a recently discovered class742

of astrophysical transient events. They are short radio743

pulses, typically lasting a few ms, emitted in a broad fre-744

quency band, and heavily dispersed in arrival times [182].745

The temporal dispersion is due to the presence of free elec-746

trons along the line of sight. The delay in arrival time is747

δt ∝ DM × f−2, where f is the observing frequency, and748

the dispersion measure DM ∼
∫
nedl is the column depth749

of free electrons. The brevity and large dispersion measure750

of the pulses suggest that FRBs are made by extragalactic751

compact sources with sizes of a few thousand kilometers.752

The first FRB was reported in 2007 [183]; since then,753

about 30 FRBs have been detected [184, 185]. Only one has754

been found to repeat [186]. Extrapolations from present-755

day small-number statistics suggest that a few thousand756

FRBs occur every day. Their origin remains unexplained,757

though several possible explanations exist [187, 188].758

GRAND could detect FRBs by incoherently adding the759

signals from individual antennas. This method allows to760

infer the dispersion measure, though it does not locate the761
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FRB. The resulting sensitivity is proportional to the square762

root of the number of antennas and the field of view is as763

large as for a single antenna. These features are unmatched764

by other instruments that search for FRBs by adding sig-765

nals coherently. If the FRB is detected by more than one766

GRAND sub-array, we could use the difference in their de-767

tection times to estimate the position of the FRB.768

With potentially orders of magnitude more FRBs de-769

tected than the currently available sample, GRAND could770

discover different categories of FRB-like events, with771

unique, repeating, chaotic, or regular signatures, nearby772

or at cosmological distances. The large statistics will help773

to answer key questions, including what is the space den-774

sity of FRBs in the local Universe, how their radio spectra775

evolve at low frequencies, whether the spectra at low fre-776

quencies are as dispersed as at high frequencies, whether777

there is a low-frequency cut-off in the spectrum, and how778

common FRB repeaters are.779

So far, verified FRBs have been observed between780

580 MHz and ∼2 GHz [184]. GRAND could test whether781

the FRB spectrum extends down to 50–200 MHz, comple-782

menting the search by CHIME, which operates between783

400–800 MHz [189, 190]. Below, we estimate the sensi-784

tivity to FRBs in GRAND. In our simulations, following785

Ref. [191], in order to limit the data transfer rate to . 2786

MB s−1 we consider a dynamic spectrum domain of 100–787

200 MHz× 300 s with a resolution of 25 kHz× 10 ms.788

We have simulated a wide variety of FRBs, taking into789

account Galactic noise, the dispersion measure of the signal790

during propagation, and its scattering off electrons along791

the line of sight. Since electrons are inhomogeneously dis-792

tributed, they affect differently the arrival time of different793

parts of the pulse front. We have not considered radio-794

frequency interference (RFI), since it should be mitigated795

before detection.796

Figure 11 shows a representative simulated FRB spec-797

trum based on values measured for a real FRB [185] with798

de-dispersed DM = 500 pc cm−3. Using the full array799

of 200 000 antennas — i.e., GRAND200k, made up of800

10 000-antenna sub-arrays (see Section V D) — in single-801

polarization mode and resolution of 10 ms × 25 kHz in802

the 100–200 MHz band, we could detect a flat spectrum of803

30 Jy at ∼10σ. High detection significance is possible for804

values of DM of up to 1000 pc cm−3.805

We take the daily all-sky event rate to be N(f, S) =806

N0(f0, S0)S−3/2f−α, at a frequency f for a sensitivity S,807

where α is the FRB spectral index. The dependence S−3/2808

is compatible with a cosmological origin and with FRB as809

standard candles [192]. Though the expression we adopt810

for N(f, S) is speculative and simplified, it is enough to811

make estimates. Using Parkes Observatory data, Ref. [193]812

derived N0(f0 = 1.4 GHz, S0 = 1 Jy) = 3000 day−1. For813

S = 30 Jy, and f = 300 MHz, we obtain N = 100 day−1814

for a flat spectrum (α = 0) and N = 460 day−1 for α =815

1. These are attractive numbers, compared to the tens of816

FRBs detected in total so far.817
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FIG. 11. Top: Simulated FRB with a flat spectrum of 100 Jy, in-
trinsic duration of 5 ms, and dispersion measure of 500 pc cm−3,
after being dispersed and scattered by propagation and detected
with a resolution of 10 ms and 25 kHz. The dominant Galac-
tic background noise is not shown. The dispersive drift starts at
time t = 23 s in our simulation. Bottom: Result of a blind search
for FRBs using GRAND. For each trial DM value, the dynamic
spectrum is de-dispersed and integrated in frequency, and the
resulting intensity profile is normalized by its standard deviation
after subtracting its mean, i.e., it is displayed as a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). The SNR is small except near t = 23 s, where it
increases to reach a maximum value of ∼46 at 500 pc cm−3.

Thus, a large number of FRBs should be detectable in818

GRAND at intensity levels comparable to the prototypical819

Lorimer burst [183]. The largest uncertainty is whether the820

FRB spectrum extends to low frequencies and with what821

shape. In the best-case scenario, FRBs could be detected822

at a rate of a few thousand per day.823
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FIG. 12. Top: Simulated giant radio pulse (GP) with intrinsic
duration of 1 ms, and dispersion measure of 57 pc cm−3, after
being dispersed and scattered by propagation and detected with
a resolution of 20 ms and 50 kHz. The pulse is superimposed
onto Galactic noise fluctuations, the average value of which is
subtracted at each frequency. The flux is given in Jy above the
sky background. Middle: Result of a blind search for GPs using
GRAND. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is saturated at 3.5,
at best-fit values 57 pc cm−3 and 15 s. Bottom: Fixing the
dispersion measure to its best-fit value, the SNR reaches 42.

B Giant radio pulses824

Like FRBs, giant radio pulses (GP) are transient astro-825

physical events: coherent, ms-long, intense, intermittent826

radio pulses associated to Galactic pulsars, like the Crab827

[194, 195] and PRS B1937+21 [196]. They are 1000 times828

shorter and brighter than FRBs, and have smaller disper-829

sion measures. They are seen at frequencies from tens of830

MHz to a few GHz — containing the GRAND frequency831

band — with fluxes up to 500 kJy. Their rate is high: from832

the Crab, they are detected on the scale of minutes.833

Contrary to the high-energy emission from pulsars, which834

is due to incoherent synchrotron and curvature emission,835

the coherent radio emission from pulsars is poorly under-836

stood [197]. Giant radio pulses add a degree of complexity.837

For instance, Ref. [198] proposed that giant pulses could re-838

sult from radio emission that is Compton-scattered by the839

electron-positron plasma of the pulsar [199, 200].840

GPs have lower dispersion measures than FRBs. For841

GPs, the dispersion is dominantly attributed to the pulsars842

themselves, whose values of DM are known. This can be843

used to identify GPs in GRAND: if a transient is detected844

when a pulsar is within view, with a compatible DM value,845

then it is likely to be a GP from that pulsar. Otherwise,846

the DM and the pulse broadening could differentiate be-847

tween an FRB and a newly discovered GP. Observation of848

GPs in the 100–200 MHz in GRAND would improve low-849

frequency statistics in this range, which is presently poor.850

Further, simultaneous observation of GPs by GRAND and851

other instruments would help to calibrate GRAND.852

Continuous coverage of half or more of the sky by853

GRAND — vs. a few square degrees for radio-telescopes854

— could discover new classes of sources of GPs that have855

not yet been identified because their rate is too low to be856

detected by pulsar surveys, e.g., < 1 hr−1 or < 1 day−1.857

With half-sky coverage, GRAND may detect GPs from858

the Crab at 200 MHz above 5 · 103 Jy at a rate of 200859

per day. GRAND could also address whether GPs have a860

high-intensity cut-off: the most intense GP recorded is well861

above 106 Jy, but it is unknown if this is an upper limit. It862

has been proposed that FRBs could be super-giant pulses863

in galaxies at cosmological distances [201]. If such a GP864

occurred in the Crab, it would have a flux of 109 Jy. De-865

tection of such an event could help understand both GPs866

and FRBs.867

For GPs, the detection principle is the same as for868

FRBs, though with larger signal amplitudes, lower DM,869

and less pulse broadening. We have simulated the detec-870

tion of GPs in GRAND following a procedure similar to871

the FRB simulations. To produce the signal, based on low-872

frequency observational data [202], we model the GP flux873

as S = 1 kJy(f/100 MHz)−0.7 and fix the fluence at 1 Jy s.874

We disperse the signal using DM = 57 pc cm−3 — the875

Crab dispersion measure — and a characteristic scattering876

time of 10 ms at 100 MHz [202]. As for FRBs, we take into877

account Galactic radio noise, but not RFI. To simulate de-878
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tection, the signals received by all of the GRAND200k an-879

tennas are added incoherently. For the results shown here,880

we used the 200–300 MHz band; however, simulations show881

that our conclusions hold for the 100–200 MHz band.882

Figure 12 shows results for one of the GP simulations883

run for GRAND200k, where the pulse starts at around 18 s884

in the simulation; see the top panel. After de-dispersion,885

GRAND200k would detect the simulated GP with SNR =886

58. An array of 20 000 antennas — or two GRAND10k887

sub-arrays — would detect it with SNR = 16–19. Even888

a smaller array of 300 antennas — GRANDProto300 —889

would detect it with SNR of 6–8, provided the fluence is890

three times higher and the integration time is reduced to891

5 ms. Thus, prospects for detecting GPs in GRAND are892

good, even in intermediate construction stages.893

C Cosmology: epoch of reionization894

The Universe remains largely unknown between redshifts895

z = 1100 — the surface of last scattering — and z = 6 —896

the end of the epoch of reionization (EoR). At redshifts897

z > 20 — the Dark Ages — the only light in the Universe898

was from photons emitted earlier by the formation of neu-899

tral hydrogen — which makes up the CMB today — and by900

the hyperfine transition of the 21-cm spin state of neutral901

hydrogen. At z = 20 — the Cosmic Dawn, the beginning of902

the EoR — the first generation of stars appeared. Through903

z = 6, stars ionized neutral hydrogen, which then emit-904

ted via the same 21-cm hyperfine transition. The 21-cm905

line from the Cosmic Dawn imprinted itself onto the cos-906

mic radiation background as a line-like absorption feature,907

redshifted today to frequencies between 10 and 200 MHz.908

Thus, measuring the 21-cm signal would reveal how the909

Universe transitioned from a dark phase to a bright phase,910

how the growth of large-scale structure changed from the911

linear to the non-linear regime, and how baryonic matter912

became pre-eminent in the formation and evolution of cos-913

mic structures [203–205]. Direct imaging of ionized regions914

[206] and statistical studies of brightness fluctuations in the915

21-cm spectrum using interferometry [207–214] could mea-916

sure the 21-cm cosmic signal with high sensitivity, though917

they are regarded as challenging observations.918

GRAND will have access to an alternative, more direct919

method. By measuring the temperature of the sky with920

mK precision, as a function of frequency, it will reconstruct921

the global EoR signature and identify the absorption fea-922

ture due to reionization below 100 MHz. Unlike other ob-923

servables, the global EoR signature can reveal the cosmic924

history of neutral hydrogen. With this method, using one925

single-polarization antenna, EDGES [215] recently found926

a 500 mK-deep absorption feature centered at 78 MHz,927

the first claimed observation of the Cosmic Dawn. How-928

ever, the depth and shape of the feature — a relatively929

flat plateau — differ from theoretical predictions, which930

has prompted possible explanations involving charged dark931

matter [216–218]. Improved measurements in GRAND will932

help decide between competing hypotheses.933

Below, we compute the sensitivity of GRAND to the934

global EoR signature. The sensitivity of a single GRAND935

antenna, in units of temperature, is Tb = Tsys/
√4ν4t,936

where Tsys is the equivalent system temperature, 4ν is the937

frequency bandwidth, and 4t is the observation time. For938

the GRAND antennas, we assume 4ν = 1 MHz and a939

conservative value of 50 K for the receiver noise, so that940

Tsys = (50 + Tsky) K, with Tsky = 60 (ν/300 MHz)−2.55 K941

[219]. This yields a resolution of Tb = 6.1 mK at 80 MHz942

to measure the global EoR signature with a single antenna943

in 24 h. Adding the signals from N identical antennas944

improves the resolution by a factor of 1/
√
N , potentially945

achieving 1 mK using just 30 antennas.946

For the method to work, the antennas must be calibrated947

at the 1 mK level. This can be achieved, e.g., using the948

methods in Refs. [220, 221]. The large number of antennas949

in GRAND will help to control systematics in the calibra-950

tion, identify and correct unstable behavior in the system,951

or exclude misbehaving units.952

Since 30 antennas are already enough to search for the953

global EoR signal, we will explore the potential to carry out954

this measurement already during GRANDProto300 con-955

struction stage (see Section V B).956

IV Detector design and performance957

• We have designed the GRAND HorizonAntenna to
be specially sensitive to horizontal air showers

• Simulations predict the 3-year sensitivity to neutrinos
to be 4 · 10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 around 109 GeV

• GRAND will be fully efficient for UHECRs and gamma
rays above 1010 GeV and zenith angles > 65◦

• 100 UHECRs detected per day above 1010 GeV

• Several techniques could reduce the background from
steady and transient radio sources

• Shower angular resolution is < 0.5◦ and should improve

• Shower energy resolution is 15%

• Targeted Xmax resolution is 20–40 g cm−2

At a glance

Today, radio detection of extensive air showers (EAS) is958

a mature technique that rivals traditional ones, as demon-959

strated by experiments such as AERA, CODALEMA, LO-960

FAR, and Tunka-Rex; see Refs.[222–224] for recent reviews.961

EAS initiated by UHE particles emit radio signals that962

are coherent, broadband, and impulsive, and that are only963

weakly attenuated in the atmosphere, leading to radio foot-964

prints of up to 100 km2 on the ground, tens of kilometers965

away from the shower source. Because radio antennas are966
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FIG. 13. Measurements of 〈Xmax〉 for air showers initiated
by UHECRs by non-imaging Cherenkov detectors — Yakutsk
[225, 226], Tunka [227] — fluorescence detectors — HiRes-MIA
[228], HiRes [229], Telescope Array (TA) [230], Auger [231, 232]
— and a radio detector — LOFAR [233] — compared to simula-
tions performed using hadronic interaction models QGSJETII-
04, Sybill 2.3c, and EPOS LHC, assuming a pure-proton or
pure-iron composition. HiRes and TA data have been corrected
for detector effects by shifting them by an amount 〈∆〉, to al-
low comparison with the unbiased Auger data. Gamma-ray-
initiated air showers are denoted by open squares. The effect of
the geomagnetic field, taken here at the Auger site, depends on
the direction of the shower [234].

relatively inexpensive and robust, they are suitable to build967

giant arrays to detect even tiny fluxes of UHE particles.968

GRAND will build on the substantial technological, the-969

oretical, and computational progress experienced by the970

field of radio-detection. It will extend the field by demon-971

strating the radio-detection of inclined showers initiated by972

UHE neutrinos. Below, we detail the detection principle,973

design, layout, and expected performance of GRAND.974

A Detection principle975

1 Radio emission from extensive air showers976

When a high-energy particle — a charged particle, a977

gamma ray, or a neutrino — interacts with an atom in978

the atmosphere, the ensuing chain of reactions produces979

an EAS, containing up to millions of particles, including980

gamma rays, electrons, positrons, muons, and hadrons. As981

the shower propagates toward the ground, the number of982

particles in it grows until it reaches a maximum number,983

proportional to the energy of the primary particle that trig-984

gered the shower. Henceforth, particles in the shower are985

gradually absorbed in the atmosphere. See, e.g., Ref. [235]986

for a review of EAS.987

The atmospheric column depth at which the shower988

reaches its maximum particle content, Xmax, is statistically989

related to the identity of the primary particle. On average,990

protons travel a longer distance in the atmosphere than991

heavier nuclei of the same energy before interacting and992

triggering an EAS. In the atmosphere, neutrino-initiated993

showers are expected to be rare, due to the long mean free994

path of neutrinos.995

Figure 13 shows that the average 〈Xmax〉 is about996

100 g cm−2 deeper for a proton primary than for an iron997

primary of the same energy. Gamma ray-initiated showers998

reach their maximum even deeper. In addition, in cos-999

mic ray-initiated showers, the spread in 〈Xmax〉 is larger1000

for lighter primaries because shower-to-shower fluctuations1001

are larger, which complicates inferring the identity of the1002

primary. Uncertainties in the hadronic interaction models1003

used to simulate EAS further complicate the issue.1004

As the shower develops in the atmosphere, the geomag-1005

netic field separates positive and negative charges. This1006

creates a time-varying electric current that induces geomag-1007

netic radio emission [236]. Additionally, an excess of nega-1008

tive charge builds up in the shower during propagation due1009

to Compton scattering, which also induces radio emission.1010

The process is known as the Askaryan effect [237, 238]. In1011

dense media, like ice, the Askaryan effect dominates, while1012

in air the geomagnetic effect dominates.1013

Both types of emission are coherent for wavelengths1014

longer than the size of the particle shower, so the signal1015

amplitude scales linearly with the energy of the electro-1016

magnetic component of the shower for frequencies up to1017

100 MHz. Each type of emission has a different polariza-1018

tion pattern. Because the emitting particles are relativistic,1019

the emission is beamed in the forward direction, inside a1020

narrow cone of half-width equal to the Cherenkov angle.1021

Cherenkov effects.— In a medium with constant in-1022

dex of refraction n, the Cherenkov angle is given by1023

θCh = arccos
[
(nβ)−1

]
, where β ≡ v/c ≈ 1 is the speed of1024

the relativistic particle shower. The index of refraction in1025

air is close to unity — at ground level, n ≈ 1.0003 — and1026

the corresponding Cherenkov angle is 1–2◦ (in ice, where1027

n ≈ 1.78, it is 56◦). For an observer located at this spe-1028

cific angle to the shower, the radio signals emitted from all1029

points along the shower arrive simultaneously, boosting the1030

signal along a “Cherenkov ring”, up to GHz frequencies.1031

Figure 14 shows the flux density of a simulated EAS as1032

a function of off-axis angle, for different frequencies [240].1033

The Cherenkov ring is increasingly more visible the higher1034

the frequency. LOFAR detected a Cherenkov ring promi-1035

nently in the 120–200 MHz band and less prominently in1036

the 30–80 MHz band [241]. When moving away from the1037

Cherenkov ring, coherence is lost at the highest frequencies.1038

For cosmic ray-initiated showers with small zenith an-1039

gles and Xmax at a height of 4 km above sea level, the1040

“Cherenkov distance” is roughly 100 m. This is the distance1041

between the shower core and the position of the Cherenkov1042
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ring in the plane perpendicular to the shower propagation1043

axis. For more inclined showers, like the ones initiated1044

by Earth-skimming neutrinos and targeted by GRAND,1045

the peak emission comes from farther away, leading to1046

larger Cherenkov distances. A detailed description of the1047

Cherenkov effect in air showers is given in Refs. [242, 243].1048

Shower geometry.— The different radio emission mecha-1049

nisms from air showers, combined with the Cherenkov ef-1050

fect, result in complex emission patterns in terms of am-1051

plitude, frequency, and polarization. They are well under-1052

stood and can be modeled in great detail if the shower ge-1053

ometry is known. Conversely, the radio-detection of an air1054

shower by a large number of antennas at different locations1055

can be used to reconstruct the shower geometry and infer1056

the properties of the primary particle; see Section IV E 3.1057

Figure 15 shows that, for vertical showers, the radio foot-1058

print is small and concentrated; dense antenna arrays, with1059

spacings smaller than 100 m, are needed to sample it. For1060

showers inclined by 75◦, the elongated footprint spans an1061

area of several tens of km2, and sparser antenna arrays are1062

sufficient to sample it, as shown by AERA [246] and as1063

planned for GRAND.1064

Neutrino-initiated air-showers.— At EeV energies, the1065

neutrino-nucleon deep-inelastic-scattering cross section in-1066

creases roughly ∝ E0.363 [247]. Thus, the interaction length1067

inside Earth decreases from 6 000 km at PeV to a few hun-1068

dred km at EeV, making the Earth opaque to even Earth-1069

skimming neutrinos. If the neutrino interaction is charged-1070

current, it produces an outgoing high-energy charged lepton1071

of the same flavor as the interacting neutrino, whose decay1072

or interaction products might be observable by GRAND,1073

depending on the flavor and on whether the charged lepton1074

is able to exit into the atmosphere.1075

If the interacting neutrino is a νe, the outgoing elec-1076

FIG. 15. Radio footprint for various shower inclinations, from
CoREAS simulations [244]. Figure taken from Ref. [245].

tron initiates an electromagnetic shower that is promptly1077

damped by radiative energy losses. Typically, the shower is1078

short-lived, concentrated close to the neutrino interaction1079

vertex, and undetectable in radio. At ultra-high energies,1080

if the νe interacts close to the Earth surface, a fraction1081

of the ensuing shower could emerge into the atmosphere1082

and produce coherent transition radiation in the MHz–1083

GHz range [248, 249], detectable by GRAND. The Landau-1084

Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect [250–252] would suppress ra-1085

diative losses and elongate the shower, further improving1086

its chances of reaching the atmosphere [253]. However, at1087

1 EeV, the maximum column depth that the shower can1088

traverse is 3000–4000 g cm−2 [254], corresponding to only1089

30–40 m underground. Therefore, the effective volume for1090

this detection channel is small. Accordingly, in the present1091

study we neglect the contribution of νe interactions in rock.1092

If the interacting neutrino is a νµ, the outgoing high-1093

energy muon can travel underground from its point of cre-1094

ation and exit into the atmosphere, since radiative losses1095

are suppressed due to the larger mass of the muon [255].1096

Because the range of the muon in the atmosphere is of sev-1097

eral kilometers, the probability that it decays above the1098

radio array and generates a detectable air shower is neg-1099

ligible. Therefore, for all practical purposes, GRAND will1100

not be sensitive to Earth-skimming νµ.1101

If the interacting neutrino is a ντ , it is possible to detect1102

the outgoing tau in GRAND. On the one hand, the tau is1103

heavier than the muon, so radiative losses are suppressed1104

even further. On the other hand, the short lifetime of the1105

tau (0.29 ps) gives it a range of 50 meters per PeV of energy1106

before decaying. As a result, a tau born from an UHE1107

ντ underground could exit the rock and decay above the1108

antenna array, triggering a particle shower that emits a1109

radio signal detectable by the antennas; later, we detail1110
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Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection

• Antenna optimized tor horizontal showers

• Bow-tie design, 3 perpendicular arms

• Frequency range: 50-200 MHz
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FIG. 16. GRAND detection principle, illustrated for one of the 10 000-antenna GRAND10k arrays located at a hotspot. See main
text for details. Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays (not shown) interact in the atmosphere, while ultra-high-energy ντ
interact underground and create a high-energy tau that exits into the atmosphere and decays. The ensuing extensive air showers
emit a radio signal that is detected by the antennas. The inset shows a sketch of the HorizonAntenna designed for GRAND.

how. Because the branching ratio of tau into hadrons —1111

mostly pions — is about 65%, and nearly 20% to electrons,1112

the chance of the tau decay creating an air shower is high:1113

only when the tau decays into a muon (17% of cases) does1114

the shower not emit a radio signal, as explained above.1115

In addition, since the decay of a tau makes a new ντ ,1116

the attenuation of the neutrino flux due to matter interac-1117

tions as it propagates inside the Earth is partially balanced1118

by the regeneration of ντ . However, since the outgoing ντ1119

receives only 30% of the parent tau energy, multiple regen-1120

erations shift the flux to lower energies [104, 256].1121

2 Detection strategy1122

The detection strategy of GRAND is built upon the fun-1123

damental principles introduced above. Below, we focus on1124

the detection of Earth-skimming ντ that interact under-1125

ground and give preliminary remarks about the possibility1126

of detecting neutrino interactions in the atmosphere.1127

Figure 16 sketches the detection principle of GRAND.1128

Below, we explain it.1129

a. Earth-skimming underground events1130

The dominant neutrino detection channel in GRAND,1131

first proposed in Ref. [257], is described by:1132

1. A ντ makes a tau by interacting underground or in-1133

side a mountain1134

2. The tau exits the rock into the atmosphere and decays1135

in-flight1136

3. The decay produces an EAS whose radio signal is1137

detected in GRAND1138

The high density of rock helps the chances of neutrinos in-1139

teracting in it. Further, instrumenting the surface with ra-1140

dio antennas is arguably easier than instrumenting a dense1141

medium. The strategy described above is efficient only at1142

ultra-high energies, where the tau range is of several km,1143
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FIG. 17. Conversion probability of a ντ into a tau emerg-
ing with 1◦ of elevation from a flat Earth made up of standard
rock, with density 2.65 g cm−3, and probability of interaction
in the atmosphere of a downward-going νe with 1◦ of elevation.
The latter assumes the U.S. standard atmosphere density pro-
file, a spherical Earth, and detection at sea level. The peak
around 6.3 PeV is due to the ν̄e Glashow resonant cross sec-
tion [258], not including Doppler broadening from the motion of
atomic electrons [259]. The probabilities were computed using
NuTauSim [260].

and for incoming neutrinos with Earth-skimming trajec-1144

tories, for which the distance traveled by the neutrino is1145

comparable to its interaction length.1146

In our simulations, we compute steps 1 and 2 using a1147

custom-made numerical program that calculates the prob-1148

ability for a ντ to generate a tau that emerges from the1149

ground into the atmosphere; see Section IV E 1 for details.1150

Figure 17 shows the ντ → τ conversion probability as a1151

function of neutrino energy. Between 1 and 10 EeV, the1152

probability is significant, at a few percent. Several factors1153

may modify this number [260]. In particular, the conver-1154

sion probability strongly depends on the thickness of the1155

surface layer: it can be significantly enhanced by placing1156

the detector in mountainous terrain. Figure 17 does not1157

take into account the detection efficiency, which may differ1158

significantly for Earth-skimming underground and atmo-1159

spheric events, as explained below.1160

b. Earth-skimming atmospheric events1161

GRAND may also detect Earth-skimming neutrinos that1162

interact in the atmosphere. For neutrinos propagating1163

in the atmosphere, coming from slightly above the hori-1164

zon, the traversed column depth is equivalent to about1165

100 m of rock. Hence, the probability of interaction in1166

the atmosphere is non-negligible, though still significantly1167

smaller than for Earth-skimming neutrinos interacting in1168

rock. However, in atmospheric events, all neutrino flavors1169

could be detected via the hadronic showers that they trig-1170

FIG. 18. Simulation of the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio seen in a
typical GRAND HorizonAntenna located on the Cherenkov
ring made by a slightly up-going neutrino-initiated air shower of
energy 0.5 EeV. The lower and upper cut-off in frequency were
varied to maximize the SNR and optimize the frequency band.

ger in charged-current and neutral-current interactions.1171

Figure 17 shows the interaction probability of a ν̄e in the1172

atmosphere. Preliminary estimates indicate that the rate of1173

atmospheric events might be one-tenth that of underground1174

events. Detailed simulations will improve this estimate. At1175

present, we neglect the contribution of atmospheric events1176

to the total event rate.1177

B Antenna design1178

In GRAND, radio signals from air showers initiated by1179

Earth-skimming neutrinos will arrive with zenith angles1180

close to 90◦ and a polarization that is mostly horizontal.1181

This introduces a serious challenge for radio-detection, as1182

the diffraction of radio waves off the ground severely alters1183

the antenna response.1184

To address this problem, we have designed the GRAND1185

antennas to have a high detection efficiency along the hori-1186

zon — we call the design HorizonAntenna. Because1187

the effect of ground reflection decreases with h/λ, where1188

h is the detector height above ground and λ is the radio1189

wavelength, we place the HorizonAntenna at h = 5 m1190

— atop a wooden pole — and the frequency range to1191

f > 50 MHz (λ < 6 m). Because we would like to de-1192

tect radio Cherenkov rings — which could help background1193

rejection and signal reconstruction (see Section IV E 3) —1194

we set the upper limit of the frequency range to 200 MHz,1195

instead of the 80 MHz or 100 MHz used in most existing1196
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FIG. 19. Two-dimensional (left column) and three-dimensional (right column) total gain of the X-arm of the GRAND HorizonAn-
tenna as a function of direction. Top row: At 50 MHz. Bottom row: At 100 MHz.

arrays. This is aided by the radio background dropping1197

significantly above 100 MHz; see Section IV D. Further, re-1198

cent studies made for other air-shower arrays confirm that1199

extending the frequency band to 200 MHz significantly im-1200

proves the signal-to-noise ratio and lowers the detection1201

threshold [261]. To confirm the validity of this result for1202

horizontal showers, we found the optimal frequency band1203

for GRAND by following a procedure similar to the one1204

in Ref. [261], using the response of a dipole antenna. We1205

based it on ZHAireS simulations of horizontal showers, us-1206

ing the physical conditions at the GRANDProto35 location;1207

see Section V A.1208

Figure 18 shows results from one of our simulated show-1209

ers. The determination of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)1210

in different frequency bands is based on the signals of the1211

North-South and East-West polarization. For the radio1212

noise, we assumed the average Galactic background plus1213

additional thermal noise of 300 K. We found the optimal1214

frequency band for a GRAND array to be 100–180 MHz,1215

consistent with the results obtained in Ref. [261].1216

The HorizonAntenna is an active bow-tie antenna1217

with a relatively flat response as a function of azimuthal1218

direction and frequency. Its design is inspired by the “but-1219

terfly antenna” [262] developed for CODALEMA, and later1220

used in AERA [263]. It has 3 perpendicular arms (X, Y, Z)1221

oriented along two horizontal directions and a vertical one.1222

The HorizonAntenna uses the same low-noise amplifier,1223

but its radiating element is half the size of that in CO-1224

DALEMA and AERA, in order to increase the sensitivity1225

to the 50–200 MHz range.1226

Figure 19 shows the two- and three-dimensional total1227

gain of the HorizonAntenna as a function of direction,1228
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at 50 MHz and 100 MHz, computed with the NEC4 sim-1229

ulation code [264]. The antenna gain G(θz, φ) is defined,1230

in emission mode, as the ratio of the power U radiated1231

in the direction (θz, φ) to the mean radiated power, i.e.,1232

G(θz, φ) = U(θz, φ)/〈U〉4π. By emission-reception reci-1233

procity, this gain also determines the antenna sensitivity.1234

At all frequencies, the HorizonAntenna has an optimized1235

response down to a few degrees above the horizon.1236

Figure 19 shows that the gain varies strongly with zenith1237

angle. For θz ≈ 90◦, this is due to simplified simulations1238

settings in NEC4, i.e., using a radio source placed at infinite1239

distance away from the antenna and perfectly flat ground.1240

In reality, the variation may be milder, especially for the1241

shortest wavelengths. Away from the horizon, the strong1242

variation of the lobes depend strongly on the incoming wave1243

frequency. Therefore, they are smoothed when receiving1244

broadband waves, such as those emitted by air showers.1245

Careful experimental verification of the HorizonAntenna1246

response as a function of direction remains to be performed.1247

A prototype of the HorizonAntenna was successfully1248

tested in 2018 during the site survey for GRANDProto300;1249

see Section V B.1250

C Array layout1251

The large size of the radio footprint for very inclined1252

showers makes it possible to instrument a large area using1253

a sparse array. Below, we show that a convenient strategy1254

for deploying GRAND is to make it modular, i.e., to di-1255

vide it into 10–20 geographically separate and independent1256

GRAND10k sub-arrays, each containing about 104 anten-1257

nas. Even individually, each GRAND10k sub-array will1258

have a rich science program; see Section V C. The modular1259

strategy will allow GRAND to build up sensitivity to pro-1260

gressively smaller fluxes of UHE particles, while distribut-1261

ing construction efforts.1262

GRAND10k arrays will be deployed on sites with to-1263

pographies favorable to neutrino detection. These sites are1264

found on mountain slopes, which feature the following ap-1265

pealing characteristics:1266

• Collection of a larger fraction of the radio1267

emission compared to a flat site: Geometric con-1268

siderations show that a mountain slope with an el-1269

evation of 1000–2000 m acts as an efficient projec-1270

tion screen for the forward-beamed radio signal of a1271

neutrino-initiated shower that emerges from under-1272

ground, while antennas lying in a valley would fail to1273

detect the signal [266]1274

• Increased antenna sensitivity: Geometric con-1275

siderations show that the response of a dipole an-1276

tenna placed on a 10◦ mountain slope to a horizontal1277

shower propagating towards this mountain should be1278

the same as the response to a θz = 80◦ downward-1279

going shower of an identical antenna placed on a flat1280

ground. This is confirmed with good precision by1281

NEC4 simulations. This is a significant effect, since1282

antenna response drops when the waves come from1283

the horizon; see Fig. 19.1284

• Improved reconstruction: The difference in an-1285

tenna altitudes on a slope provides a good handle on1286

the reconstruction of the zenith angle for very inclined1287

showers; see Section IV E 3 for details.1288

Ideally, the antenna array deployed on a mountain slope1289

should face another mountain that could serve as an ad-1290

ditional target for interaction of downward-going neutri-1291

nos, which would trigger downward-going showers. The1292

opposing mountain should be distant enough — a few tens1293

of kilometers — for the shower to develop and the ra-1294

dio emission cone to enlarge before hitting the antennas.1295

Simulations indicate that, for specific topographies, these1296

downward-going “mountain events” could be as frequent1297

as the upward-going “underground events”; see Section1298

IV E 1. The opposing mountain also provides a means of1299

background rejection, since it acts as a natural screen to1300

stop very inclined UHECRs, simplifying their discrimina-1301

tion from neutrinos; see Section IV D.1302

GRAND will be deployed in radio-quiet areas. Our cri-1303

teria for radio-quietness are that the stationary noise level1304

σnoise is close to the Galactic radio background in the 50–1305

200 MHz band and that the rate of transient signals with1306

peak amplitude larger than 5σnoise is below 1 kHz in that1307

band under standard operating conditions.1308

Logistics is also an important aspect. Access to the de-1309

tection units must be reasonably easy. A large power sup-1310

ply to run the DAQ system and broadband Internet con-1311

nection should be available. Weather conditions at the site1312

should allow for stable operation of the electronics, in par-1313

ticular of solar panels; see Section V D.1314

Our surveys have found that several sites in China ful-1315

fill the above requirements, making it the leading candi-1316

dates to host GRAND. This is where the prototype stages1317

of GRAND will be deployed; see Section V. Construction1318

of multiple, separate GRAND10k sub-arrays will increase1319

the chances of finding ideal sites. Further, having arrays at1320

different locations would enlarge the instantaneous field of1321

view of GRAND, which could improve the rate of detection1322

of transient events; see (see Sections II A and II E) and help1323

to reconstruct the direction of origin of FRBs (see Section1324

III A), provided they are detected by multiple arrays.1325

D Background rejection1326

Natural and man-made radio sources, stationary and1327

transient, are the background in the search for EAS. Below,1328

we show that GRAND will have multiple strategies to deal1329

with them. Nevertheless, the background at a given geo-1330

graphical location is too diverse in nature and intensity to1331

be accurately modeled. A complete understanding of the1332
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FIG. 20. Sources of external radio noise as a function of frequency, expressed as temperature or noise figure F = 10 log10(1+T/Tamb).
The blackbody radiation emitted by the ground corresponds to a straight line at T = Tamb = 290 K. Figure taken from Ref. [223],
adapted from Ref. [265].

background and its rejection requires performing prolonged1333

tests on-site. This is one of the main goals of GRAND-1334

Proto300, the pathfinder of GRAND; see Section V B.1335

Stationary noise.— Figure 20 shows the main sources of1336

radio background as a function of frequency. In the range1337

50–200 MHz of the GRAND antennas, there are two irre-1338

ducible sources of stationary noise, both of natural origin:1339

emission from the sky — dominated by synchrotron ra-1340

diation from the Galactic plane — and thermal emission1341

from the ground. The equivalent temperature of the sky1342

decreases from Tsky ∼ 5 000 K at 50 MHz to ∼100 K at1343

200 MHz. Above 150 MHz, the blackbody radiation of the1344

ground at ambient temperature Tground ∼ 290 K becomes1345

the dominant source of stationary noise.1346

Figure 21 shows the response of the HorizonAntenna,1347

simulated using NEC4 [264]. The radio noise from the sky1348

plus the ground, with mean value of 15 µV, is the minimum1349

noise level in one antenna arm; other sources of steady noise1350

may add to that. The periodic variation with time is due1351

to the transit of the Galactic plane across the field of view1352

of the antenna, which can be used for calibration [267, 268].1353

Looking for causal coincidences among antenna triggers1354

provides an efficient way to discriminate between antenna1355

triggers induced by transient radio waves and random co-1356

incidences due to stationary noise fluctuations. However,1357

because trigger algorithms are usually based on detecting1358

a signal excess above the stationary noise, this noise sets1359

the detection energy threshold and the extent of the mea-1360

surable radio footprint in GRAND.1361

Transient sources.— In any terrestrial location outside1362

the polar regions, there is a wide variety of background1363

sources — thunderstorms, high-voltage power lines, air-1364

planes, etc.— that emit transient electromagnetic signals1365

in a wide frequency range, including the GRAND band.1366

The associated rate of detected background events in a ra-1367

dio array strongly depends on the local environment. Typ-1368

ically, it ranges from tens of Hz per antenna in the most1369

remote areas to kHz or more. This rate is always higher1370

by several orders of magnitude than the rate of detectable1371

cosmic particles. Section V discusses the technical chal-1372

lenge of handling the event rate without affecting the DAQ1373

live-time. Here we focus on another challenge, related to1374

data analysis: how can this enormous background rate be1375

discriminated from the true EAS events? Fortunately, their1376

radio signatures differ significantly:1377

• Background events often cluster in time, in posi-1378

tion, or both, because sources are either static (e.g.,1379

high-voltage power lines) or follow a trajectory (e.g.,1380

an airplane in flight), and often emit radio signals1381

in bursts. For example, ANITA-2 filtered out 99%1382
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FIG. 21. Total stationary noise level Vrms expected in one arm
of a GRAND HorizonAntenna oriented along the East-West
direction, as a function of local sidereal time.

of their total events using a cluster analysis [269].1383

TREND reached a similar performance, at the cost1384

of ∼10% loss in EAS detection efficiency [158].1385

• Background time-traces are often longer than shower1386

signals and their shapes less regular, allowing for1387

efficient background rejection based on templates1388

[158, 270]1389

• Background point sources emit isotropically, while in1390

EAS the shower fronts are, to first order, plane waves1391

and are contained within a narrow Cherenkov cone1392

(θCh ∼ 1◦). Thus, the shape of their wavefronts and1393

signal amplitude patterns on the ground differ rad-1394

ically. This is especially true when the background1395

sources lie inside the detector array, so that their po-1396

sitions can be determined accurately. Besides, emis-1397

sion from EAS is enhanced along the Cherenkov ring,1398

more so at higher frequencies; see Fig. 14. Detection1399

of this feature will be a smoking gun to establish that1400

a detected event is due to an EAS.1401

• The characteristic polarization pattern of the EAS1402

signal can be distinguished from the polarization of1403

the background [271, 272]1404

UHECRs vs. UHE neutrinos.— In the search for UHE1405

neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos are a negligible back-1406

ground, due to their soft energy spectrum. However, UHE-1407

CRs with inclined trajectories may generate radio signals1408

comparable to those made by UHE neutrinos, and at a1409

much higher rate. Preliminary simulations show that, in1410

its final configuration (see Section V D), GRAND could de-1411

tect as many as 3 · 108 cosmic rays per year with energies1412

larger than 108 GeV and zenith angles larger than 85◦.1413

Nevertheless, UHECR-initiated showers can be discrim-1414

inated efficiently using two criteria:1415

• Using the excellent angular resolution of GRAND,1416

we can reject events coming from above the horizon;1417

see Section IV E 3. In the mountainous regions where1418

GRAND10k arrays will be deployed, we can use a1419

more aggressive angular cut — e.g., 0.5◦ below the1420

horizon — without affecting significantly the sensi-1421

tivity to neutrinos, since such trajectories correspond1422

to small column densities underground.1423

• Neutrino-initiated showers start deeper in the atmo-1424

sphere than UHECR-initiated showers. For instance,1425

for a 109 GeV proton with θz = 85◦, its average1426

shower maximum of 〈Xmax〉CR = 750 g cm−2 cor-1427

responds to less than one tenth of the total atmo-1428

spheric depth, and thus translates into distances to1429

the ground larger than 100 km. Under the conser-1430

vative assumption that GRAND has a resolution of1431

σXmax
= 40 g cm−2 (see Section IV E 3), selecting1432

showers with Xmax > 〈Xmax〉CR + 10 σXmax
could1433

discriminate between old showers from cosmic rays1434

and young showers from neutrinos. The efficiency of1435

this cut will be determined via simulations.1436

Preliminary estimates indicate that these cuts could re-1437

duce the number of UHECRs mis-identified as neutrinos to1438

less than 0.1 per year in GRAND200k, with a combined1439

area of 200 000 km2; see Section V D.1440

E Detector performance1441

1 Sensitivity to neutrinos1442

To determine the sensitivity of GRAND to neutrinos, we1443

implemented the detection principles presented in Section1444

IV A in a custom-made end-to-end numerical simulation.1445

The simulation takes into account the unique features of1446

the problem, like the local topography of the array site —1447

which complicates the geometry of the simulation — and1448

the large instrumented area — which increases the compu-1449

tational resources needed. We included all relevant phys-1450

ical processes while optimizing the use of computing re-1451

sources. To validate it, we successfully tested its different1452

parts against existing codes. Thus, the simulation results1453

that we present below are reliable.1454

The simulation chain is divided into four independent1455

parts. First, for each simulated ντ , we propagate it before1456

and after its interaction underground, carrying over daugh-1457

ter neutrinos, down to the point where the tau decays. Sec-1458

ond, we make the tau decay and evaluate the radio signal1459

from the ensuing shower at the positions of the GRAND1460
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antennas. Third, we simulate the response of the Hori-1461

zonAntenna to the radio signal. And, fourth, we run a1462

trigger algorithm to determine if the shower is detected by1463

the array, following pre-defined detection criteria. Below,1464

we present the simulation chain in detail.1465

a. Simulation chain1466

From neutrino trajectory to tau decay: DANTON.— The1467

simulation from the primary neutrino to the tau decay is1468

performed with a custom-made Monte-Carlo code, DAN-1469

TON [273, 274]. It is a detailed simulation of neutrino and1470

tau interactions with matter, including stochastic effects1471

like transverse scattering. The differential neutrino deep-1472

inelastic-scattering cross sections are computed from the1473

CT14NLO parton distribution functions [275]. Tau trans-1474

port is performed by PUMAS [276], a specialized muon and1475

tau transport code. Photonuclear interactions are mod-1476

eled following Ref. [277]. Tau decays are simulated with1477

TAUOLA [278]. In addition, DANTON also allows to de-1478

fine a detailed topography, via the TURTLE package [279]:1479

we use data from the NASA Shuttle Radar Topography1480

Mission v3 Global 1-arcsecond dataset (SRTMGL1) [280].1481

We have tested that the flux of emerging taus simulated1482

by DANTON and NuTauSim [260] agree to within 10%,1483

compatible with uncertainties in neutrino cross sections.1484

DANTON uses Monte-Carlo backtracking [281]: starting1485

from the position of the tau just prior to its decay, it back-1486

tracks its trajectory, interactions, and energy losses up to1487

the primary neutrino. Backtracking reduces the running1488

time of simulations by several orders of magnitude below1489

109 GeV and by 1–2 orders of magnitude above that en-1490

ergy. Further, it allows us to exclusively sample the flux1491

that yields a certain final tau state.1492

Since DANTON was built as a general-purpose tool for1493

ντ and tau propagation, we developed a simulation frame-1494

work tailored to GRAND, called RETRO [282]. RETRO1495

generates candidate tau decays over the instrumented area1496

and backward-samples their flux using DANTON. Follow-1497

ing that, ray-tracing is used to pre-select antenna positions1498

inside a 3◦ half-angle cone with vertex at the tau decay1499

point. Antennas masked by the topography are rejected1500

from the selection.1501

DANTON [274], PUMAS [276], TURTLE [279], and1502

RETRO [282] are available online.1503

Electromagnetic radiation simulation: radio morphing.—1504

Radio emission by air showers is well understood and simu-1505

lated [239, 244, 283], but publicly available simulation codes1506

often require intense CPU use, e.g., several hours to com-1507

pute an electric field at 100 positions. This prevents them1508

from being used for a detector as large as GRAND. There-1509

fore, we developed an innovative semi-analytic approach,1510

called radio morphing [284], based on concepts similar to1511

shower universality [285]. Below, we present it briefly.1512

We start by simulating the electromagnetic radiation1513

emitted by one reference shower A, in 3D, using ZHAireS1514

[239]. In the simulation, we compute the electric field at1515

approximately 3 000 locations xi inside a conical volume1516

oriented along the shower axis with an opening half-angle1517

of ∼ 3◦ and an extension of 120 km from the point of first1518

interaction of the shower. This volume contains the region1519

where the electromagnetic emission is expected to be sig-1520

nificant. The high-granularity 3D mesh provides a detailed1521

mapping of the radio signal in space and time.1522

Based on the reference simulation, we can use radio mor-1523

phing to compute the electric field generated by a different1524

shower B, at any target position y, without having to run1525

a dedicated simulation for it. First, at each of the original1526

locations xi, we re-scale the amplitude of the electric field1527

of the reference shower by applying coefficients that depend1528

on the energy, direction, and injection height of shower B.1529

The orientation and size of the 3D mesh is also transformed1530

via an isometry — changing xi → x′i — depending on the1531

geometry and height of maximum development of shower1532

B. The result is the electric field induced by shower B at1533

specific locations x′i. Finally, we interpolate the mesh to1534

compute the electric field at the requested location y.1535

Radio morphing yields electric-field amplitudes within1536

20% of those calculated with ZHAireS for positions inside1537

the Cherenkov cone, with a computation time typically 1001538

times faster. This means that, based on a single full simula-1539

tion, radio signals can be computed at any antenna location1540

and for any simulated tau decay, within a few seconds and1541

with high precision, thus making it possible to run GRAND1542

neutrino sensitivity simulations in reasonable times.1543

Antenna response simulation.— To simulate the response1544

of the HorizonAntenna to the transient radio signal, we1545

calculate the voltage at the input of the electric circuit1546

on the antenna arm oriented along axis ~u, i.e., Vu(t) =1547 ∫
Eu(ν) × leq(u, θ, φ, ν)e−2iπνtdν, where ~u = North-South1548

or East-West, since, for now, the vertical arm of the an-1549

tenna is not yet simulated. Here, Eu is the Fourier trans-1550

form of the electric-field waveform ~E(t) computed at one1551

antenna position and projected along the ~u axis, and leq is1552

the projection of the antenna equivalent length [286] along1553

~u, for a frequency ν and an incoming wave direction (θ, φ),1554

computed with respect to the normal to the ground at the1555

antenna position.1556

The antenna equivalent length is computed using NEC41557

[264], assuming infinite flat ground and a radio source1558

placed an infinite distance away from the antenna. To eval-1559

uate the effect of a more realistic setting, we also perform1560

an alternative calculation: we first compute analytically1561

the effect of the diffraction of radio waves induced by the1562

ground [287], and then we compute the voltage at the an-1563

tenna output via the antenna equivalent length computed1564

by NEC4 in free space.1565

DAQ simulation.— The voltage signals at the antenna1566

output are then filtered numerically through a 50–200 MHz1567

Butterworth filter, mimicking the treatment that will be1568

carried out in reality. However, in reality, the frequency1569

range used for triggering will be chosen to optimize the1570

signal-to-noise ratio in the local background conditions.1571
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FIG. 22. Elevation map of the GRAND10k simulation area,
showing UTM altitude a.s.l. The white area encloses HotSpot1,
where 10 000 simulated antennas are deployed over 10 000 km2.

We consider an antenna to be triggered if the peak-to-1572

peak amplitude of the signal exceeds either 75 µV — a1573

conservative threshold — or 30 µV — an aggressive thresh-1574

old. The conservative threshold corresponds to five times1575

the stationary noise level expected for the HorizonAn-1576

tenna, and is achievable with present technology. The ag-1577

gressive threshold will be reached by significantly reducing1578

the noise level at antenna output — 15 µV rms in the 50–1579

200 MHz band for the present design of the HorizonAn-1580

tenna (see Section IV D) — or by using advanced trigger-1581

ing algorithms, e.g., based on machine learning [288, 289].1582

The simulation implements also a second-level trigger:1583

the shower is considered to be detected if at least five an-1584

tennas located within a radius of size
√

2d, with d = 1 km1585

the antenna spacing — are triggered by the same shower;1586

see Section IV C. This occurs if the time difference between1587

their triggers is, at most,
√

2d/c.1588

b. Predicted sensitivity1589

Figure 22 shows HotSpot 1 (HS1), the 10 000 km2 area1590

located at the Southern rim of the Tian Shan mountain1591

range for which the simulation chain described above was1592

run. The simulated detector is composed of 10 000 Hori-1593

zonAntennas deployed on a square-grid layout with 1 km1594

step size. This region was identified in a preliminary study1595

of GRAND neutrino sensitivity [291] as a site with favor-1596

able topography for neutrino detection, due to having a1597

100 km-wide basin surrounded by high mountains. Thus,1598

it could host a GRAND10k sub-array; see Section V C.1599

Figure 23 shows, for illustration, the result of one sim-1600

ulated neutrino-initiated shower. We simulated 20 000 air1601

showers initiated by ντ interactions underground, with the1602

condition that the shower trajectories cross HS1. For the1603

wave propagation, we used separately the standard treat-1604

ment — NEC antenna response simulation with ground1605

FIG. 23. One simulated neutrino event displayed over the
ground topography of HotSpot1. The large red circle shows the
position of the tau production and the red star, its decay. The
dotted line indicates the shower trajectory. Circles mark the
positions of triggered antennas. The color code represents the
peak-to-peak voltage amplitude of the antennas. The Southern
border of HotSpot1 is indicated with a black line.

— and the alternative treatment —analytical computation1606

of the effect of ground and NEC simulation in free space.1607

We considered the aggressive and conservative detection1608

thresholds separately.1609

Figure 24 shows the results of our simulation in terms of1610

the exposure of the detector and the rate of detected show-1611

ers, assuming the Waxman-Bahcall bound [290] as refer-1612

ence neutrino flux. The effect of the choice of treatment of1613

wave propagation is small, and compatible with statistical1614

fluctuations. Using the aggressive threshold instead of the1615

conservative threshold increases the effective area roughly1616

by a factor of 2.5. The topography is clearly imprinted on1617

the angular distribution of detected events: the distribu-1618

tion peaks in a narrow window around the horizon, with1619

about 60% of events having downward-going trajectories.1620

This shows that mountains play an important role as tar-1621

gets for neutrinos. Our simulation also shows that using a1622

flat topography significantly degrades performance for neu-1623

trino detection: the event rate for a flat array is roughly1624

four times smaller than for HS1.1625

Figure 25 shows the direction-averaged effective area as a1626

function of neutrino energy, for the simulated GRAND10k1627

sub-array at HotSpot1, and for GRAND200k, estimated by1628

scaling up by a factor of 20; see Section V D.1629

Figure 4 shows the resulting 90% C.L. HS1 upper limit1630

on a neutrino spectrum Φν ∼ E−2ν . Assuming background-1631

free detection, we set an upper limit of 2.44 events [292]1632

per decade of energy during 3 years of exposure. We make1633

a rough estimate of the sensitivity achieved by combining1634

20 identical hotspots — making up GRAND200k (see Sec-1635

tion V D) — by assuming a total effective area 20 times1636
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FIG. 24. Results of the simulation of a GRAND 10 000-antenna detector located at HotSpot1. Left: Exposure as a function of
neutrino energy, using an aggressive (30 µV) and a conservative (75 µV) antenna detection threshold, and two choices of wave
propagation. See the main text for details. Right: Simulated event rate of neutrino-initiated showers, computed using the aggressive
threshold, as a function of elevation angle α for neutrino flux set to the Waxman-Bahcall bound [290]. Downgoing trajectories have
α < 0◦ and up-going trajectories have α > 0◦.

larger than that of HS1. Dedicated simulations account-1637

ing for real locations and sizes of the different hotspots will1638

yield a more precise figure. Using the conservative thresh-1639

old, the integrated GRAND200k upper limit is E2
νΦν ≈1640

1 · 10−9 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1; using the aggressive thresh-1641

old, it is 4 · 10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1.1642

2 Sensitivity to cosmic rays and gamma rays1643

We ran preliminary simulations to estimate the aperture1644

of GRAND to cosmic rays. We used ZHAireS to simu-1645

late 1 200 incoming proton primaries with energies between1646

109 and 1010.5 GeV and zenith angles between 60◦ and1647

85◦, uniformly sampling all azimuth directions. The sim-1648

ulated detector was a square grid of HorizonAntennas1649

with 1 km spacing, deployed on a flat, horizontal area of1650

200 km2, which was then extrapolated to 200 000 km2, tak-1651

ing into account border effects. To compute the response1652

of the HorizonAntennas to the time-dependent electric1653

field output by ZHAireS, we followed the same procedure1654

as for neutrino-initiated showers. We consider separately1655

the aggressive and conservative detection thresholds.1656

Figure 26 shows, for illustration, the result of one simu-1657

lation ran for a proton of 1010 GeV and zenith angle of 80◦.1658

The resulting total aperture of GRAND200k at 109 GeV is1659

20 000 km2 sr in the conservative scenario and 25 000 km2 sr1660

in the aggressive scenario. Near 1010 GeV, the effective1661

area approaches 107 000 km2 sr in both cases. The rate of1662

detected UHECR-initiated showers above 1010 GeV, com-1663

puted using the flux of UHECRs from Ref. [293], is about1664

200 events day−1.1665

Figure 9 shows that the sensitivity of GRAND200k to1666

UHE gamma rays is sufficient to detect them even in the1667

pessimistic case where UHECRs are heavy. The aper-1668

ture of GRAND to UHE gamma rays should be similar1669

to UHECRs. To compute the preliminary sensitivity of1670

GRAND200k to UHE gamma rays, we assumed that the1671

detector is fully efficient to gamma ray-initiated air showers1672

with energies above 1010 GeV in the zenith range 60◦–85◦.1673

The sensitivity is the Feldman-Cousins upper limit at the1674

95% C.L., assuming no candidate events, null background,1675

and a UHE gamma-ray spectrum ∝ E−2. The assump-1676

tion of a background-free search is reasonable in the 1010–1677

1010.5 GeV range, even for the conservative hypothesis that1678

GRAND reaches a resolution in Xmax of only 40 g cm2 res-1679

olution; see Section IV E 4.1680

3 Performance of shower reconstruction1681

Today, methods to reconstruct the properties of the pri-1682

mary particle that initiates an air shower — its arrival di-1683

rection, energy, mass — based on radio data alone perform1684

comparably to standard methods used in cosmic-ray detec-1685

tion that use ground-level particle and fluorescence data1686

[233, 272, 294, 295]. However, so far, the performance of1687

the radio-based methods was assessed using dense radio1688
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FIG. 25. Effective area of GRAND10k HotSpot1, computed
from simulations using the aggressive antenna detection thresh-
old (see the left panel of Fig. 24), and of GRAND200k, esti-
mated by multiplying the GRAND10k HotSpot1 effective area
by a factor of 20. See the main text for details.

arrays that detect showers with typical zenith angles be-1689

low 60◦. While the methods are, in principle, applicable1690

to GRAND, the precision with which inclined showers can1691

be reconstructed using a sparse array remains to be studied1692

and the methods optimized. Below, we present preliminary1693

results from an ongoing dedicated study.1694

a. Angular resolution1695

We have performed a preliminary estimation of the1696

GRAND angular resolution based on a set of 3 550 air show-1697

ers initiated by neutrinos of 1010 GeV, generated with the1698

simulation chain described in Section IV E 1 a, but using1699

ZHAireS instead of radio morphing. The simulation was1700

run over a simplified, toy-model topography. For shower1701

production, we assumed a spherical Earth. For the de-1702

tection area, we assumed a square grid of HorizonAn-1703

tennas with a 1-km spacing, deployed on a flat surface1704

inclined by an elevation angle β from the horizontal, facing1705

the shower trajectory and placed at a distance D from the1706

tau decay point. The size of the detection area is chosen to1707

fully contain the radio footprints; the plane of the detec-1708

tor stops at a height 3000 m a.s.l. We ran simulations for1709

β = 0◦, 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦, and D ranging from 20 to 100 km.1710

We found that 1 606 simulated showers pass the aggres-1711

sive trigger condition defined in Section IV E 1 a. Out of1712

these, 1 370 simulated showers trigger 10 or more anten-1713

nas; on these, we apply the analysis explained below. For1714

FIG. 26. Peak-to-peak amplitudes induced on the E-W arms
of GRAND HorizonAntennas by an air shower initiated by
a proton with energy E = 1010 GeV, zenith angle θz = 80◦,
an azimuth direction offset by 10◦ from the South, and a core
position (272 m, 127 m). The amplitude is above threshold for
over 100 antennas for the aggressive and conservative detection
thresholds.

each antenna, the trigger time is taken as the time when1715

the Hilbert envelope of the signal is maximum. We smear1716

this time using a Gaussian of width 5 ns to account for the1717

uncertainty on the experimental precision of trigger timing.1718

The standard method for angular reconstruction infers1719

the arrival direction of a shower from the arrival times and1720

positions of triggered antennas [296], assuming a specific1721

shape for the radio wavefront. Models and measurements1722

converge on wavefronts being hyperbolic [297, 298], even1723

though some experiments do not observe a significant devi-1724

ation from a plane wave [272]. At present, our analysis only1725

considers plane waves. The fit of the simulation results to1726

a plane-wave wavefront is poor, which indicates that the1727

wavefronts in our simulations have a different shape. Thus,1728

in the future, it is likely that reconstruction will improve1729

significantly by considering a hyperbolic wavefront instead.1730

Figure 27 shows the angular resolution inferred from the1731

simulations using the plane-wave approximation. Already1732

these results provide insight on the potential of GRAND.1733

We achieve an average angular resolution better than 0.5◦,1734

comparable to experimental results obtained in plane-wave1735

reconstruction of non-inclined showers [299]. This angular1736

resolution applies to showers down to horizontal trajecto-1737

ries, owing to the difference of elevation between triggered1738

antennas, which provides a lever arm for reconstruction.1739

For UHECRs, because they are deflected by magnetic1740

fields and nominally do not point back at their sources,1741

achieving an angular resolution of about 0.5◦ is sufficient.1742

For neutrinos, a resolution of about 0.1◦ would allow to po-1743

tentially discover UHE neutrino sources and do UHE neu-1744
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FIG. 27. Angular resolution ∆ψ inferred from 1 370 simulated
air showers detected by a GRAND toy-model array. See the
main text for details. Top: Resolution ∆ψ as a function of ele-
vation angle with respect to the horizontal. The error is defined
as ∆ψ = arccos(cos θ∗ cos θ+cos(φ∗−φ) sin θ sin θ∗), with (θ, φ)
and (θ∗, φ∗) the true and reconstructed directions of the shower
respectively. Bottom: Resolution as a function of height differ-
ence between antennas participating in each detected shower.

trino astronomy; see Section II A. We expect that using a1745

hyperbolic wavefront will improve angular resolution by a1746

factor of a few, thus reaching the targeted performance. We1747

will explore this possibility in future analyses.1748

b. Energy resolution1749

The radio signal from a shower reflects the energy of its1750

electromagnetic component. Existing radio arrays achieve1751

15% precision on the reconstruction of the energy of in-1752

dividual showers. They do this via two methods; see Ref.1753

[223] for a detailed review. The first method determines the1754

total radiated energy by integrating the measured power1755

over the extension of the footprint and over the duration of1756

the radio pulse [294, 300]. The second method uses the ra-1757

dio amplitude at a detector-specific reference distance from1758

the shower axis [300–302]. These methods should reach a1759

similar performance in GRAND, in particular in showers1760

whose radio footprint is fully contained by the array.1761

For UHECRs, this will often be the case, since show-1762

ers are less inclined and so radio footprints are relatively1763

smaller. Energy resolution is particularly important to re-1764

solve features near the GZK cut-off; see Section II.1765

For neutrinos, the precision on the reconstructed shower1766

energy is less critical, since the uncertainty on the incident1767

neutrino energy is dominated by the processes leading to1768

the shower creation. Because showers are initiated by the1769

decay of the tau — which carries an unknown fraction of1770

the energy of the parent neutrino (see Section IV A) —1771

the energy reconstructed from the radio signal is only a1772

lower bound on the energy of the parent neutrino. This1773

limitation is akin to that of reconstructing neutrino energy1774

from neutrino-initiated through-going muons born outside1775

IceCube [10, 303]. For these events, IceCube uses Monte-1776

Carlo based parametric unfolding to reconstruct neutrino1777

energy. For GRAND, ongoing studies will determine the1778

uncertainty on reconstructed neutrino energy.1779

4 Identification of the primary1780

The measurement of the shower maximum Xmax is the1781

most robust technique to infer the nature of the primary1782

particle in radio-detection experiments. In GRAND, high-1783

precision studies of UHECRs will depend on the ability to1784

resolve Xmax. The ultimate goal is to match the present1785

best accuracy of about 20 g cm−2 in the 108–1011 GeV1786

range; see Section II D. This level of performance still has1787

to be demonstrated for sparse radio arrays and for inclined1788

showers, but prospects are encouraging. With this resolu-1789

tion at the highest energies, it will be possible to distinguish1790

between a light and a heavy primary on an event-to-event1791

basis. For neutrinos and gamma rays, a lower resolution,1792

of about 40 g cm−2, would be enough to distinguish them1793

from cosmic rays; see Section IV D.1794

To estimate the ability of GRAND to identify the pri-1795

mary, we simulated a sample of UHECR-initiated showers1796

using the simulation chain described in Section IV E 1 a —1797

but using ZHAireS instead of radio morphing — and recon-1798

structed their values of Xmax using the top-down method1799

from Ref. [304]. Below, to illustrate the method, we pick1800

one of the simulated showers as a test shower: a shower1801

from a proton primary of 1010 GeV, zenith angle 83◦, az-1802

imuth angle 40◦, and position of the shower vertex chosen1803

at random. The simulation yields Xmax = 789 g cm−2 for1804

the test shower. The layout of the simulated detector is a1805

square-grid array with an antenna spacing of 1 km deployed1806

over a flat area tilted by 10◦ with respect to the horizontal.1807

We start by simulating a companion set of 50 proton-1808

initiated showers and 20 iron-initiated showers, each with1809
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FIG. 28. Reconstruction of Xmax for the test shower used in our
example. Each point represents one of the simulated companion
showers against which the test shower is fitted. See the main
text for details. The x-axis is divided into nine bins of Xmax,
and the minimum χ2

min and standard deviation σ is calculated
for each. Only the showers represented by filled symbols — for
which χ2 − χ2

min < σ — were used in fitting the parabola from
which the best-fit value of Xmax of the test event is inferred.

identical energy and arrival direction as the test shower,1810

but with a different position of the shower core, chosen1811

at random. When generating each companion shower, we1812

calculate its value of Xmax. Then we compare the radio1813

footprint on the array of the test shower to the footprints1814

of the companion showers, via a least-squares fit, to find1815

the best-fit value of Xmax for the test shower.1816

Figure 28 shows the result of the fit. The reconstructed1817

value is Xmax = 785 g cm−2, close to the real value. Based1818

on our simulations, we have found that, above 109.5 GeV,1819

the shower maximum can already be reconstructed with a1820

precision better than 40 g cm−2, independently of the an-1821

tenna spacing, as long as the shower triggers 10 or more1822

antennas. High statistics at these energies and access to1823

further information beyond Xmax, e.g., the geometry of1824

the Cherenkov ring, will improve the precision. Recently,1825

it has been shown that also using the pulse shape mea-1826

sured in each antenna can further improve the accuracy1827

in Xmax [305]. However, in the present study, companion1828

showers were simulated using the same direction and en-1829

ergy as the test shower. Future studies will explore the1830

impact of dropping these assumptions, of using a realistic1831

topography, and of including the reconstructed position of1832

the Cherenkov cone in the analysis.1833

V Construction stages1834

• GRAND will be modular and built in stages, with the
array size progressively growing

• GRANDProto35: 35 antennas plus surface particle
detectors; optimize detection efficiency and background
rejection

• GRANDProto300: 300 antennas in 100–300 km2; focus
on the detection of horizontal showers, study UHECRs
with 107.5–109 GeV

• GRAND10k: Built at a geographical hotspot where the
rate of neutrino-initiated showers is high; integrated
neutrino sensitivity of 8 · 10−9 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1

• GRAND200k: Made up of 20 separate, independent
hotspots; integrated neutrino sensitivity of
4 · 10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1

At a glance

GRAND will be a major leap forward in the detection1835

of air showers, in particular, and in astroparticle physics,1836

in general. Achieving this will require that we deploy and1837

maintain several radio arrays — each covering 10 000 km2
1838

— and autonomously trigger on very inclined air showers,1839

efficiently separate them from the dominant background,1840

and precisely reconstruct the properties of primary UHE1841

particles. The challenge is significant, but the field is ma-1842

ture and ready to tackle it. The reward is high, in the form1843

of vast progress in UHE astroparticle physics, radioastron-1844

omy, and cosmology.1845

There is no conceptual obstacle to realizing GRAND; the1846

challenge is purely technical. The following recent develop-1847

ments lend support to this claim:1848

• Experiments like LOFAR [306] have shown the feasi-1849

bility of building and operating arrays of thousands1850

of radio antennas, because antennas are relatively in-1851

expensive, structurally robust and stable, and can be1852

deployed easily, making arrays scalable1853

• Features of the radio emission from air showers —1854

pulse shape [158, 270], polarization pattern [272], am-1855

plitude pattern [241] — differ significantly from those1856

of the background, and be used to efficiently discrimi-1857

nate signal from background even under background-1858

dominated conditions [158]; see Section IV D1859

• Substantial and ongoing progress in data treatment1860

and communication has made it possible to collect1861

large volumes of data reliably across large areas at1862

affordable costs1863

• Today, existing radio arrays are able to reconstruct1864

properties of primary UHE particles, from radio data1865

alone, with an accuracy comparable to that achieved1866

with ground-array and fluorescence data; simulations1867
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FIG. 29. Timeline of the construction stages of GRAND

show that this performance should carry over to a1868

sparse array like GRAND; see Section IV E 31869

Figure 29 summarizes the construction plans of GRAND.1870

In order to thoroughly test the instrumental concepts on1871

which GRAND is based, we have chosen a staged construc-1872

tion approach that will progressively validate key steps re-1873

quired to build the final configuration. Further, to increase1874

the scientific returns of early and intermediate stages, they1875

are designed to tackle science goals by themselves.1876

To overcome the technical challenges, GRAND needs1877

to demonstrate the successful integration of the aforemen-1878

tioned developments into the design of a radio array that1879

triggers autonomously on very inclined showers — initi-1880

ated by neutrinos — using affordable, robust, and energy-1881

efficient detection units. This will be the main technology1882

goal of GRANDProto300, the 300-antenna pathfinder stage1883

of GRAND. After achieving its goal, GRANDProto300 will1884

be turned into a test bench for the final, optimized design1885

of GRAND. The following stage, GRAND10k, with 10 0001886

antennas, is designed to reach a neutrino sensitivity com-1887

parable to that of other potential contemporary detectors.1888

The final stage, GRAND200k, will replicate GRAND10k1889

arrays in different locations, in order to reach the ultimate1890

target sensitivity of GRAND. Below, we present each con-1891

struction stage in detail.1892

A GRANDProto35 (2018)1893

GRANDProto35 [307], the first construction stage, will1894

lay the groundwork for future stages. Its goal is to reach an1895

efficiency higher than 80% for the radio-detection of show-1896

ers and a background rejection that keeps the ratio of false1897

positives to true positives below 10%. GRANDProto351898

builds on the experience from TREND [158, 268, 296], and1899

is deployed at the same site, in the Tian Shan mountains1900

in the XinJiang province of China. GRANDProto35 is1901

presently in commissioning phase.1902

Figure 30 shows one of the GRANDProto35 detection1903

units deployed on-site. The array consists of 35 radio-1904
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FIG. 30. One of the antennas used in GRANDProto35, deployed
at the construction sites of GRANDProto35 [307] and TREND
[268, 296], in the Tian Shan mountains of China. Photo by
Olivier Martineau-Huynh.

detection units, each with a bow-tie antenna inspired by1905

the ones first designed for CODALEMA [262, 308] and later1906

used in AERA [263]. GRANDProto35 antennas contain an1907

additional vertical arm to sample all three polarization di-1908

rections. The radio-detection units are deployed on the1909

infrastructure of the 21 CentiMeter Array (21CMA) [214],1910

in a rectangular grid 800 m long in the East-West axis1911

and 2 400 m long in the North-South axis. This setup is1912

optimized for the detection of air showers coming from the1913

North, the direction from which their radio emission is most1914

intense, due to the geomagnetic effect being maximal.1915

The combined information from the three antenna arms1916

completely determines the signal polarization. Polarization1917

will be used to separate air showers from the background,1918

as their radio emission has a characteristic polarization pat-1919

tern on the ground, owing to the interplay of the radio emis-1920

sion mechanisms; see Section IV B. Polarization plus addi-1921

tional shower-identification methods developed by TREND1922

[296] should effectively reject the background.1923

Figure 31 shows the signal recorded during 25 days by1924

one GRANDProto35 units deployed at the array site. In1925

the data acquisition (DAQ) chain, first, the raw signals1926

collected by the antennas are filtered through a sharp 30–1927

100 MHz passive analog filter. Then, the trigger condition1928

is evaluated by comparing the filtered signals to a threshold1929

value set remotely by a human operator. The envelopes of1930

the signals that satisfy the trigger condition are digitized1931

at 50 million samples per second with a 12-bit ADC. A1932

3 × 3.6 µs subset of the digitized signals is sent to the1933

central DAQ via optical fiber, together with a GPS tag of1934

the trigger time. We have tested that this DAQ system1935

achieves 100% detection efficiency for trigger rates up to1936

20 kHz [307]. Therefore, it can record all transient signals1937

under standard background conditions at the array site,1938

which will significantly improved the air-shower detection1939

efficiency compared to TREND. Figure 31 shows that the1940

DAQ system is stable in the long run under real conditions.1941

FIG. 31. Monitoring measurement of the mean voltage of the
signal in a GRANDProto35 radio-detection unit during a period
of 25 days at the array site, for West-East (blue), South-North
(green), and vertical (red) antenna-arm channels. The periodic
fluctuations correspond to the daily transit of the Galactic plane
in the antenna field of view. Figure taken from Ref. [307].

To cross-check the efficiency of the antennas, GRAND-1942

Proto35 also includes an autonomous surface array of parti-1943

cle detectors, co-located with the antenna array. It consists1944

of scintillator tiles of dimensions 70.7 cm× 70.7 cm× 2 cm1945

connected to Hamamatsu R7725 PMTs. To match the1946

expected radio-detection efficiency, the scintillators are1947

mounted on a support structure that is tilted North. This1948

setup optimizes the effective area to showers inclined by1949

about 40◦ coming from the North. The DAQ chain and1950

trigger logic of the scintillator array are fully independent1951

from the radio array: analog signals collected by the PMTs1952

are sent via optical fiber to the central DAQ, where they are1953

digitized in real time. If a pulse is observed simultaneously1954

in the signals from three or more scintillators, the signals1955

are written to disk. Offline comparison between scintillator1956

and radio data will quantify the radio-detection efficiency1957

and the contamination by background events.1958

B GRANDProto300 (2020)1959

GRANDProto300 will be an array of 300 antennas de-1960

ployed over 300 km2. It will act as pathfinder for the1961

later, larger stages of GRAND. Its main goal is to demon-1962

strate the viability of detection principle of GRAND. This1963

means demonstrating that it is possible, from radio data1964

alone, to trigger on nearly horizontal air showers, separate1965

them from the background, and reconstruct the properties1966

of the primary particles with a precision similar to stan-1967

dard techniques used for cosmic-ray detection. Because1968

GRANDProto300 will not be large enough to detect cosmo-1969

genic neutrinos, the viability will be tested using instead air1970

showers initiated by very inclined UHECRs, thus providing1971

an opportunity to do cosmic-ray science.1972

Site.— Eight candidate sites have been surveyed to host1973

GRANDProto300 in the Chinese provinces of XinJiang,1974
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FIG. 32. Possible layout for the GRANDProto300 radio array
at one of the candidate sites. The layout includes 135 antennas
deployed on a 1-km square grid (green), with two denser in-fills,
one containing 116 antennas on a of 500-m spacing (blue), and
one containing 49 antennas on a 250-m spacing (red).

Inner Mongolia, Yunnan, and Gansu. Six of them com-1975

ply with the requirements for radio-quietness; see Section1976

IV C. We are presently in the last phase of the site selec-1977

tion process, evaluating additional parameters such as ease1978

of access, availability of infrastructure, support by local au-1979

thorities, and possible extension to the GRAND10k stage.1980

A decision will be made before the end of 2018.1981

Layout.— GRANDProto300 will consist of 300 antennas.1982

It will be the largest radio array for autonomous air-shower1983

detection, almost 10 times larger than GRANDProto35 and1984

twice as large as the present phase of AERA [263]. The1985

baseline layout is a square grid with a 1 km inter-antenna1986

spacing, just as for later stages; see Section IV C.1987

Figure 32 shows one of the possible layouts considered1988

for GRANDProto300. A denser in-fill will improve statis-1989

tics down to shower energies of ∼107.5 GeV and test the1990

dependence of the array performance as a function of the1991

density of detection units. The exact layout of the array1992

will be defined through dedicated simulations, taking into1993

account the science goals of the experiment, presented be-1994

low, and the physical properties of the selected site.1995

Antennas.— The antenna used in GRANDProto300 will1996

be a first version of the HorizonAntenna, which is de-1997

signed to improve the sensitivity close to the horizon; see1998

Section IV B. Based on the experience in GRANDProto300,1999

the antenna design will be optimized for the next stages.2000

Figure 33 shows a prototype version of the HorizonAn-2001

tenna which was successfully tested during site surveying2002

in summer of 2018.2003

DAQ.— In a first phase, the GRANDProto300 DAQ sys-2004

FIG. 33. A prototype of the HorizonAntenna in test during
a GRANDProto300 site survey. Photo by Feng Yang.

tem will be based on full sampling, for each trigger, of a2005

∼3 µs subset of the signals from the X, Y, and Z antenna2006

channels using 14 bits at a rate of 500 million samples per2007

second, following passive analog filtering in the 50–200 MHz2008

band. Adjustable digital notch filters will allow to reject2009

continuous-wave emitters that may appear in this band.2010

We will transfer data via WiFi, which allows for a through-2011

put of 38 MB s−1 per antenna, sufficient for our needs.2012

Three consecutive levels are designed to progressively re-2013

duce the background:2014

• The zeroth-level trigger (T0) acts locally at the de-2015

tection units. It directly compares each channel am-2016

plitude to an adjustable threshold value. T0 events2017

are time-stamped with ns precision using a local GPS2018

unit [309].2019

• The first-level trigger (T1) acts locally at the detec-2020

tion units. It evaluates the duration and structure of2021

the time traces, and the signal polarization. T1 time-2022

stamps are sent to the central DAQ for evaluation. In2023

our estimates, we assume that the bandwidth needed2024

for this will be 1 MB s−1. Measurements performed2025

during the GRANDProto35 R&D phase show that a2026

large fraction of background events could exhibit a2027
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relatively constant polarization at fixed antenna lo-2028

cations, a feature that could help to identify them;2029

see Fig. 5 in Ref. [307].2030

• The second-level trigger (T2) acts on the time-stamps2031

sent by the T1 triggers and searches for simultane-2032

ous detection in neighboring antennas. If such a de-2033

tection is found, the DAQ pulls the time traces of2034

the participating detection units. Extrapolation from2035

TREND results yields a T2 rate of only a few mHz for2036

GRANDProto300 [310]. For each T2 issued, a 2 µs2037

sample is collected for the 3 channels of each of the2038

detection units involved in the event.2039

The design of the DAQ will also allow to perform searches2040

of fast radio bursts and giant radio pulses (GP); see Sec-2041

tions III A and III B. To achieve this, the power spectral2042

density (PSD) of the signals must be computed in the 100–2043

200 MHz range with a 25 kHz resolution every 10 ms. After2044

subtracting the Galactic radio background from the PSD2045

— i.e., spectrum whitening — the signal can be digitized2046

using a single byte for each frequency value. Consequently,2047

the corresponding data rate for one antenna is 200 KB s−1.2048

FPGAs in the detection units will allow us to treat2049

the signal to make EoR measurements (see Section III C),2050

i.e., removal of RFI, foreground subtraction, and spectrum2051

whitening. The resulting signal will be averaged at the de-2052

tection unit level on time scales of minutes or longer, and2053

sent to the DAQ, thus representing a minor contribution to2054

the total data volume.2055

In a second phase, the GRANDProto300 DAQ system2056

will evolve with the next construction stage — GRAND10k2057

— in mind. In this phase, sophisticated data treatment2058

techniques — e.g., adaptive filtering and machine learning2059

[288, 289] — will be tested at the level of the detection unit.2060

Monitoring and calibration.— Amplitude calibration will2061

use the well-known background sky emission, modulated2062

daily, as in TREND [268]. Timing calibration will use air-2063

plane radio tracks, as in AERA [311]. Further, some an-2064

tennas could be used in transmitting mode to calibrate si-2065

multaneously amplitude and timing. Trigger rates, power2066

consumption, battery level, air pressure, and temperature2067

at each unit will be collected periodically to monitor the2068

status of the array, jointly with the PSD information, for a2069

limited cost in terms of data transmission.2070

Power supply.— The consumption of one detection unit2071

is estimated at 10 W. Thus, a 100-W solar panel, coupled2072

to a battery, should allow for its continuous operation.2073

Mechanics.— The mechanical integration of the detec-2074

tion unit is under study. The antenna weighs under 2 kg,2075

the full unit weighs under 30 kg, and the typical size of a2076

100-W solar panel is 0.7 m2. Thus, we can adopt standard2077

solutions used in electric power distribution and deploy the2078

units on 5 m-tall wooden utility poles buried 1 m under-2079

ground. In addition, by placing the electronics atop a pole,2080
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FIG. 34. Simulated 1-year UHECR exposure for the GRAND-
Proto300 array, assuming the layout in Fig. 32. The aggressive
and conservative thresholds correspond to a minimum peak-to-
peak amplitude of 30 and 75 µV, respectively, simultaneously
measured in at least five units; see Section IV E 1. Event rates
are, respectively, 1.2 · 106 and 2.5 · 106 events per year.

we reduce the ecological footprint of the detector and the2081

risk of damage by wild fauna and cattle.2082

Ground array.— We plan to complement the GRAND-2083

Proto300 radio array with a stand-alone, autonomous2084

ground array of particle detectors deployed at the same2085

location. We present the science motivation for this ar-2086

ray below. One possibility is to use water-Cherenkov tanks2087

similar to those in Auger and HAWC, but optimized for the2088

detection of inclined showers. Based on the performance of2089

Auger [147] and HAWC [171], we estimate deploying 5002090

units over the 200 km2 area of the array. The exact design2091

and layout of the array requires a dedicated study.2092

Science program.— The objectives of GRANDProto3002093

are not limited to validating the radio-detection technique2094

for very inclined showers. Integral to this stage is also an2095

appealing science program in cosmic rays, gamma rays, ra-2096

dioastronomy, and cosmology.2097

For cosmic rays, the hybrid detection strategy of2098

GRANDProto300 will measure separately the shower com-2099

ponents [312]. The electromagnetic component will be mea-2100

sured by the radio array and the muon component will be2101

measured by the ground array of particle detectors. This is2102

possible because, for very inclined showers, muons are the2103

only particles that reach the ground [313]. The number of2104

muons — and also the depth of shower maximum, inferred2105

from radio — is correlated with the mass of the primary2106

cosmic ray [136], while the energy in radio is correlated2107

with the energy of the primary cosmic ray [294].2108

Figure 34 shows that, after only one year of operation,2109

GRANDProto300 will have recorded more than 105 UHE-2110
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CRs with 107.5–109 GeV. At these energies, cosmic rays2111

diffuse on cosmic magnetic fields, so no directional excess is2112

expected. Indeed, in the Southern Hemisphere, Auger has2113

not found large-scale anisotropies at these energies. How-2114

ever, TA has not monitored the Northern Hemisphere with2115

the same exposure. Therefore, GRANDProto300 is in a2116

privileged position to discover or constrain the existence of2117

a low-energy, large-scale Northern-Hemisphere anisotropy2118

of size 10−5, should it exist, thus discovering or constrain-2119

ing the existence of nearby UHECR sources.2120

The precise measurement of energy and mass compo-2121

sition, and the large event statistics of GRANDProto3002122

place it in a privileged position to study the transition be-2123

tween Galactic and extragalactic cosmic rays. The transi-2124

tion is expected to occur between 108 and 109 GeV [314–2125

317]. GRANDProto300 will be able to infer the distribu-2126

tions of arrival directions of light and heavy primaries sep-2127

arately, and their variation as a function of energy.2128

GRANDProto300 is a suitable setup to test alternative2129

radio-based methods for finding the identity of the primary2130

[318] and the validity of different hadronic interaction mod-2131

els. So far, measurements made by cosmic-ray experiments2132

in the energy range of GRANDProto300 have found in-2133

triguing discrepancies [319–323].2134

Above 109.5 GeV, there is currently a significant ex-2135

cess in the number of muons measured, compared to the2136

number expected from air-shower simulations [324]. Be-2137

low 108 GeV, there is no clear evidence of this discrep-2138

ancy [320–322]. In-between, because the mass composition2139

is changing from heavy to light [319, 325], the number of2140

muons should instead decrease. The discrepancy is difficult2141

to solve because most of these experiments measure only2142

the muon component. Therefore, they deduce the shower2143

energy indirectly [323] or using simulations that depend on2144

the choice of hadronic interaction model [320–322]. Because2145

the hybrid GRANDProto300 detector will independently2146

measure the electromagnetic component — which depends2147

less strongly on hadronic interaction models — and the2148

muon component, it could disentangle the differences in2149

shower development due to different choices of hadronic in-2150

teraction models and mass compositions, thus alleviating2151

one of the main sources of uncertainty when inferring the2152

mass composition of UHECRs in ground arrays [326, 327].2153

The GRANDProto300 ground array of particle detectors2154

will be used as a veto to search for air showers initiated2155

by UHE gamma rays. In showers initiated by gamma rays2156

with θz ≥ 65◦, the electromagnetic component is dominant2157

and is fully absorbed by the atmosphere before reaching2158

the ground. In comparison, in showers initiated by cosmic2159

rays, surviving muons will reach the particle detectors. The2160

performance of this setup in separating cosmic rays from2161

gamma rays is promising. Preliminary simulations indicate2162

that the separation will be close to 100% for 65◦ ≤ θz ≤ 85◦2163

and energies above 109 GeV. In a sample of 10 000 showers2164

at these energies, collected in 2 years, if no gamma-ray2165

events are identified, then we would place a limit on the2166

fraction of gamma ray-initiated showers of 0.03% at the2167

95% C.L., while the current best limit is 0.1% [133].2168

Finally, GRANDProto300 will search for FRBs, GPs,2169

and study the EoR; see Section III. A simple down-scaling2170

from the final GRAND sensitivity computed in the simula-2171

tions in Section III A results in a 750 Jy sensitivity thresh-2172

old for GRANDProto300 in the 100–200 MHz band. This2173

would allow for detection of GPs from the Crab. The nearly2174

full-sky field of view and 100% live-time of the observatory2175

could allow for full-sky surveys of sources of similar inten-2176

sity across the sky. For measurements of the 21-cm signa-2177

ture from the EoR, already 30 antennas would be enough2178

to reach the required sensitivity; see Section III C.2179

C GRAND10k (2025)2180

GRAND10k will be the first large sub-array of GRAND,2181

and the first construction stage that is sensitive to UHE2182

neutrinos. It will consist of 10 000 antennas deployed over2183

a 10 000 km2 area carefully selected for its suitability for2184

the detection of neutrino-initiated air showers — a hotspot.2185

Simulations show that an area of 10 000 km2 centered2186

on the southern rim of the Tian Shan mountains — la-2187

beled HotSpot 1 — would yield an integrated sensitivity2188

to UHE neutrinos of 8 · 10−9 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 after 32189

years, assuming an aggressive detection threshold; see Sec-2190

tion IV E 1 a. GRAND10k will be able to probe flux models2191

of cosmogenic neutrinos made by light UHECRs (see Sec-2192

tion II A), with a sensitivity comparable to the planned2193

final configurations of ARA and ARIANNA.2194

GRAND10k will be the largest UHECR detector built,2195

with an area 3 times larger than Auger or the planned2196

TA×4 [328], and an aperture twice that of Auger — around2197

12 000 km2 sr for energies above 1010 GeV. The field of view2198

of GRAND10k overlaps with Auger and TA×4, which al-2199

lows for cross-checking with both. Further, the radioastron-2200

omy and cosmology measurements available to GRAND-2201

Proto300 will be improved in GRAND10k.2202

The design of GRAND10k will be informed by GRAND-2203

Proto300, with further optimization of power consumption2204

— aiming a 5 W per detection unit — triggers, and data2205

transfer — e.g., using WiMax or a smart mesh network.2206

Data handling in GRAND10k will build on the precise2207

measurement of the rate and features of background events2208

in GRANDProto300. The strategy will likely include on-2209

board treatment of the triggered signals, in order to opti-2210

mally select, already at the detection unit, what data must2211

be transmitted for offline analysis. These developments will2212

be tested on GRANDProto300, which will gradually turn2213

from an instrument dedicated to the goals detailed in the2214

previous section to a test bench for GRAND10k.2215
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D GRAND200k (2030s)2216

GRAND200k will be the full planned configuration of2217

GRAND. Following a modular design, it will consist of2218

20 independent arrays of 10 000 antennas each — repli-2219

cas of GRAND10k — built at separate geographical loca-2220

tions that are hotspots for neutrino detection. Combined,2221

they will total 200 000 antennas covering 200 000 km2.2222

We do not expect important design changes compared2223

to GRAND10k; the antennas, electronics, triggers, and2224

data collection will have been validated at that stage2225

or earlier. GRAND200k will address all of the physics2226

goals from Sections II and III, including reaching sen-2227

sitivities to cosmogenic neutrino fluxes of the order of2228

10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1. Below, we give preliminary2229

remarks on the technical aspects of this setup, though by2230

necessity they cannot be too specific at this early stage.2231

The main challenge in building GRAND200k is its scale,2232

in terms of cost, deployment, and maintenance. The ap-2233

propriate response to this challenge lies in the size of the2234

project itself: the scale of the project forces us to adopt an2235

industrial approach to building GRAND200k.2236

For the electronics, developing a fully integrated2237

application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) board — an2238

expensive solution when building only a few thousand2239

boards — is likely the cheapest solution to build 200 0002240

units, while providing reduced power consumption — a fac-2241

tor of 10 is typical — and increased reliability.2242

A precise and standardized procedure will have to be de-2243

fined for detector transportation and installation, and fac-2244

tors linked to detector aging have to be carefully identified.2245

For this purpose, the expertise acquired during previous2246

construction stages will be crucial.2247

E Data policy2248

We aim to provide public access to detected events2249

recorded by GRAND after a reasonable amount of time to2250

allow the astroparticle community at large to interact with2251

and benefit from our results. We plan to work with point-2252

ing electromagnetic telescopes to provide alerts to perform2253

multi-messenger physics. We will implement a long-term2254

storage policy to ensure the longevity of the data.2255

F Outreach2256

To ensure the long-term viability of the detector, it is2257

key to have the support of the local community living in2258

the site where the detector will be deployed. Ultimately, the2259

community should consider hosting GRAND to be a source2260

of pride and an asset. To achieve this, public outreach2261

in the hosting community has proven to be an effective2262

strategy in large-scale experiments such as Auger [329].2263

VI Summary2264

The Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection2265

(GRAND) aims to solve the long-standing mystery of the2266

origin of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs), i.e., cos-2267

mic rays with energies above 108 GeV. To achieve this,2268

GRAND will look for impulsive radio signals in the 50–2269

200 MHz range, emitted in the atmosphere by extensive air2270

showers (EAS) initiated by UHECRs and by UHE gamma2271

rays and neutrinos that are born from UHECR interactions.2272

GRAND will be the largest UHE observatory. Its design2273

is scalable and modular. Because radio antennas are rela-2274

tively inexpensive, robust, and easy to maintain, they are2275

suitable to instrument the large areas needed to contain2276

the extended radio footprints of EAS on the ground, reach2277

sensitivity to potentially tiny fluxes of UHE neutrinos and2278

gamma rays and, and collect large UHECR statistics.2279

The ambitious design and goals of GRAND represent the2280

culmination of substantial progress experienced by the field2281

of radio-detection of air showers over the past years. Exper-2282

iments have demonstrated that arrays of radio antennas can2283

autonomously detect showers and that radio data alone is2284

sufficient to reconstruct the properties of the primary par-2285

ticles that initiate them. GRAND will gear these advances,2286

for the first time, toward detecting UHE neutrinos.2287

GRAND has a staged construction plan, designed not2288

only to progressively validate experimental techniques, but2289

also to achieve important science goals in themselves. The2290

first prototype stage, GRANDProto35, is an array of 352291

antennas and scintillators, and is currently being deployed2292

in the Tian Shan mountains, in China. Following that,2293

GRANDProto300 (2020), the pathfinder of the project, will2294

consist in 300 antennas and a ground array of particle de-2295

tectors. Its technology goal will be to demonstrate the au-2296

tonomous radio-detection of very inclined air showers with2297

high efficiency and background rejection. Its science goals2298

will be to study the transition from Galactic to extragalac-2299

tic cosmic rays with large statistics and to tackle the muon2300

deficit problem by independently measuring the electro-2301

magnetic and muon components of showers. GRAND10k2302

(2025), will be the first large sub-array of GRAND. It2303

will consist of 10 000 antennas deployed over 10 000 km2,2304

making it already the largest ground-based UHE observa-2305

tory built. Its neutrino sensitivity will be comparable to2306

that of envisioned upgrades of existing in-ice radio neu-2307

trino detectors, and sufficient to detect cosmogenic neutri-2308

nos if their flux is close to their current upper limit. Fi-2309

nally, GRAND200k (2030s) will realize the full potential of2310

GRAND. It will be made up of several separate replicas of2311

GRAND10k, deployed at different locations, instrumenting2312

a total area of 200 000 km2.2313

In the detection of UHECRs, GRAND200k will have an2314

effective area 10 times that of Auger. It is expected to reach2315

a resolution in Xmax of 20 g cm−2, comparable to that of2316

particle and fluorescence shower detectors, and sufficient to2317

make precise studies of cosmic-ray mass composition. Al-2318
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ready with GRANDProto300 it will tackle important open2319

issues in UHECRs. In later stages, the high statistics col-2320

lected will resolve small-scale anisotropies and features near2321

the high-energy end of their spectrum.2322

In the detection of UHE gamma rays, GRAND200k will2323

be sensitive to a fraction of gamma ray-initiated showers2324

down to 0.03% in 2 years of operation, a factor-of-3 im-2325

provement over current limits.2326

In the detection of UHE neutrinos, GRAND will push2327

back the energy frontier a thousand-fold, to the EeV scale.2328

GRAND200k will be sensitive to a diffuse neutrino flux of2329

4 · 10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 for the first time, in 3 years2330

of operation, enough to detect the long-sought cosmogenic2331

neutrinos even if their flux is at the level of pessimistic pre-2332

dictions. If their flux is higher, GRAND10k could already2333

detect them, and GRAND200k could collect in excess of2334

100 events in 3 years. Further, GRAND could discover the2335

first point sources of UHE neutrinos, owing to its angular2336

resolution of a fraction of a degree and large sky coverage.2337

In doing so, it would kickstart UHE neutrino astronomy,2338

an essential component of multi-messenger astronomy.2339

GRAND will also achieve important goals in radioastron-2340

omy and cosmology. By monitoring about 80% of the sky2341

every day, it will be sensitive to astrophysical radio tran-2342

sients — fast radio bursts and giant radio pulses — and po-2343

tentially collect an unprecedented number of them. It will2344

probe whether fast radio bursts extend down to 200 MHz2345

and below. It will record giant pulses from the Crab pulsar2346

above 5 Jy at 200 MHz with a rate of about 200 per day. By2347

incoherently adding antenna signals, GRAND will be able2348

to measure the global 21-cm signature of the beginning of2349

the epoch of reionization.2350

Currently, numerical and experimental work is ongo-2351

ing on technological development and background rejection2352

strategies in GRAND. We have designed and tested an an-2353

tenna with higher sensitivity towards the horizon. We have2354

developed an end-to-end, sophisticated numerical simula-2355

tion chain tailored to GRAND — from incoming neutrino,2356

through shower development, to radio-detection and recon-2357

struction under real topographical conditions. Future sim-2358

ulations will improve the results presented here.2359

At the beginning of the era of multi-messenger astropar-2360

ticle physics, the ambitious science goals and design of2361

GRAND place it in a privileged position to become one2362

of the leading instrument in the ultra-high-energy range.2363
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